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Preface 

The Applying Data Mining in e-Learning Workshop (ADML’07) will be held in 
conjunction with the Second European Conference on Technology Enhanced 
Learning (EC-TEL07) in Crete, Greece on September 17-20, 2007. ADML is related 
to the series of Educational Data Mining (EDM) workshops organized in conjunction 
with the AAAI'05, AIED'05, ITS'06, AAAI'06, AIED’07, UM’07, and ICALT'07 
conferences (please see www.educationaldatamining.org for the further information). 

Recently, the increase in dissemination of interactive learning environments has 
allowed the collection of huge amounts of data. A popular and effective way of 
discovering new knowledge from large and complex data sets is data mining. As 
such, the ADML workshop aimed for papers that study how to apply data mining to 
analyze data generated by learning systems or experiments, as well as how discovered 
information can be used to improve adaptation and personalization.  Interesting 
problems data mining can help to solve are: what are common types of learning 
behavior (e.g. in online systems), predict the knowledge and interests of a user based 
on past behavior, partition a heterogeneous group of users into homogeneous clusters, 
etc.  

The goal of this workshop is to bring together researchers in Data Mining, e-
Learning, Intelligent Tutoring Systems and Adaptive Educational Hypermedia to 
discuss the opportunities of applying data mining to e-learning systems. This mix of 
data mining, e-learning, tutoring system and adaptive hypermedia researchers is also 
reflected in the program committee. The workshop aims at providing a focused 
international forum for researchers to present, discuss and explore the state of the art 
of applying data mining in e-Learning and of evaluating the usefulness of discovered 
patterns for adaptation and personalization. It will also outline promising future 
research directions.  

In response to the call for papers, a total of 8 submissions was received. Each 
submitted paper was peer-reviewed by at least two referees. As a result of the 
reviewing process, 7 papers were accepted for oral presentation at the workshop and 
for the publication in the proceedings as full papers. The selected papers focus on the 
following topics, constituting the basis for the discussions of the workshop sessions. 

“Revisiting interestingness of strong symmetric association rules in educational 
data” by Merceron and Yacef presents the results of applying association rules to the 
data obtained from Logic-ITA, an intelligent tutoring system in formal proofs for 
propositional logic. They use this data mining technique to look for mistakes often 
made together while solving an exercise. 

“Drawbacks and solutions of applying association rule mining in learning 
management systems” by García et al. surveys the application of association rule 
mining in e-learning systems, and especially, learning management systems. They 
describe the specific knowledge discovery process, its main drawbacks and some 
possible solutions to resolve them. 

“Towards educational data mining: Using data mining methods for automated 
chat analysis to understand and support inquiry learning processes” by Anjewierden 
et al. investigates the application of data mining methods to provide learners with a 
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real-time adaptive feedback on the nature and patterns of their on-line communication 
while learning collaboratively. They classify chat messages to understand and support 
inquiry learning processes. 

“Discovering Student Preferences in E-Learning” by Carmona et al. proposes to 
use adaptive machine learning algorithms to learn about a student’s preferences over 
time. The information about learning styles is employed with a Dynamic Bayesian 
Network to discover the user’s preferences. 

“Using Web Mining for Understanding the Behavior of the Online Learner” by 
Nachimas et al. describes a case study of the behaviour of an online learner by 
applying web mining techniques. They developed a visualization tool allowing a 
graphical examination of data hidden in the log files. 

“A Problem-Oriented Method for Supporting AEH Authors through Data Mining” 
by Bravo et al. proposes the use of web mining techniques for detecting potential 
problems of adaptation in AEH systems, in particular searching for symptoms of 
these problems (called anomalies) through log analysis and trying to interpret the 
findings. 

“E-Learning Process Characterization using data driven approaches” by Viola 
shows that data driven approaches can be considered effective for advancing an e-
learning environment. The paper is based on the summarization of a case study with 
data coming from a European E-Learning Project. 

All these papers  will be made available online at CEUR (CEUR-WS.org) and at 
the workshop's website (http://www.win.tue.nl/~mpechen/conf/adml07/). 

 
Acknowledgements: a special thanks to the PC Members for their invaluable help. 
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Abstract. Association rules are very useful in Educational Data Mining since 
they extract associations between educational items and present the results in an 
intuitive form to the teachers. Furthermore, they require less extensive expertise 
in Data Mining than other methods. We have extracted association rules with 
data from the Logic-ITA, a web-based learning environment to practice logic 
formal proofs. We were interested in detecting associations of mistakes. The 
rules we found were symmetrical, such as X→Y and Y→X, both with a strong 
support and a strong confidence. Furthermore, P(X) and P(Y) are both 
significantly higher than P(X,Y). Such figures lead to the fact that several 
interestingness measures such as lift, correlation or conviction rate X and Y as 
independent.  Does it mean that these rules are not interesting?  We argue in 
this paper that this is not necessarily the case. We investigated other relevance 
measures such as Chi square, cosine and contrasting rules and found that the 
results were leaning towards a positive correlation between X and Y. We also 
argue pragmatically with our experience of using these association rules to 
change parts of the course and of the positive impact of these changes on 
students' marks. We conclude with some thoughts about the appropriateness of 
relevance measures for Educational data.  

Keywords: Association rules, Interestingness measures.  

1   Introduction 

Association rules are very useful in Educational Data Mining since they extract 
associations between educational items and present the results in an intuitive form to 
the teachers. In [1], association rules are used to find mistakes often made together 
while students solve exercises in propositional logic. [2] and [3] used association 
rules, combined with other methods, to personalise students' recommendation while 
browsing the web. [4] used them to find various associations of student’s behavior in 
their Web-based educational system LON-CAPA. [5] used fuzzy rules in a 
personalized e-learning material recommender system to discover associations 
between students’ requirements and learning materials. [6] combined them with 
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genetic programming to discover relations between knowledge levels, times and 
scores that help the teacher modify the course’s original structure and content.  

Compared with other Data Mining techniques, association rules require less 
extensive expertise. One reason for that is that there is mainly one algorithm to extract 
association rules from data. The selection of items and transactions within the data 
remains intuitive. In comparison with a classification task for example, there are 
many classifiers that, with the same set of data, can give different results. The data 
preparation and most importantly the definition of concepts specific to a particular 
algorithm (such as the concept of distance between elements) can be complex and it is 
often not easy to understand which the right choice is and why it works or not. [4] is a 
good example of a complex application of classification in Educational Data Mining.  

However association rules also have their pitfall, in particular with regard to the 
extraction of interesting rules. This is a common concern for which a range of 
measures exist, depending on the context [7, 8]. We explore in this paper a few 
measures in the context of our data. We extracted association rules from the data 
stored by the Logic-ITA, an intelligent tutoring system for formal proof in 
propositional logic [9]. Our aim was to know whether there were mistakes that often 
occurred together while students are training. The results gave symmetric strong 
associations between 3 mistakes. Strong means that all associations had a strong 
support and a strong confidence. Symmetric means that X→Y and Y→X were both 
associations extracted. Puzzlingly, other measures of interestingness such as lift, 
correlation, conviction or Chi-square indicated poor or no correlation.  Only cosine 
was systematically high, implying a high correlation between the mistakes. In this 
paper, we investigate why these measures, except cosine, do poorly on our data and 
show that our data have a quite special shape. Further, Chi-square on larger datasets 
and contrasting rules introduced in [10] give an interesting perspective to our rules. 
Last but not least, we did not dismiss the rules found as ‘uninteresting’, on the 
contrary. We used them to review parts of the course. After the changes, there was no 
significant change in the associations found in subsequent mining, but students’ 
marks in the final exam have steadily increased [9, 11].  

2   Association rules obtained with the Logic-ITA 

We have captured 4 years of data from the Logic-ITA [9], a tool to practice logic 
formal proofs.  We have, among other analysis, extracted association rules about the 
mistakes made by our students in order to support our teaching. Before we describe 
the elements of this data, let us first present the basic concepts that we use about the 
association rules. 

2.1 What can association rules do? 

Association rules come from basket analysis [12] and capture information such as if 
customers buy beer, they also buy diapers, written as beer→diapers. Two measures 
accompany an association rule: support and confidence. We introduce these concepts 
now.  
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    Let I = {I1, , I2, ...,Im } be a set of m items and T =  {t1, , t2, ...,tn }be a set of n 
transactions, with each ti being a subset of I.  

An association rule is a rule of the form X→Y, where X and Y are disjoint subsets 
of I having a support and a confidence above a minimum threshold. 

Support: sup(X→Y) = |{ti such that ti contains both X and Y}| / n. In other words, 
the support of a rule X→Y is the proportion of transactions that contain both X and 
Y. This is also called P(X, Y), the probability that a transaction contains both X and 
Y.  Support is symmetric: sup(X→Y) = sup(Y→X).  
  Confidence: conf(X→Y) = |{ti such that ti contains both X and Y}| / |{ ti containing 
X}|. In other words, the confidence of a rule X→Y is the proportion of transactions 
that contain both X and Y among those that contain X. An equivalent definition is : 
conf(X→Y) = P(X, Y) / P(X), with P(X) =  |{ ti containing X}| / n. Confidence is not 
symmetric. Usually conf(X→Y) is different from conf(Y→X). 

Support makes sure that only items occurring often enough in the data will be 
taken into account to establish the association rules. Confidence is the proportion of 
transactions containing both X and Y among all transactions containing X. If X 
occurs a lot naturally, then almost any subset Y could be associated with it. In that 
case P(X) will be high and, as a consequence, conf(X→Y) will be lower.  

Symmetric association rule: We call a rule X→Y a symmetric association rule if 
sup(X→Y) is above a given minimum threshold and both conf(X→Y) and  
conf(Y→X) are above a given minimum threshold. This is the kind of association 
rules we obtained with the Logic-ITA. 

2.2 Data from Logic-ITA 

The Logic-ITA was used at Sydney University from 2001 to 2004 in a course 
formerly taught by the authors. Over the four years, around 860 students attended the 
course and used the tool. An exercise consists of a set of formulas (called premises) 
and another formula (called the conclusion). The aim is to prove that the conclusion 
can validly be derived from the premises. For this, the student has to construct new 
formulas, step by step, using logic rules and formulas previously established in the 
proof, until the conclusion is derived. There is no unique solution and any valid path 
is acceptable. Steps are checked on the fly and, if incorrect, an error message and 
possibly a tip are displayed.  

All steps, whether correct or not, are stored for each user and each attempted 
exercise. In case of incorrect steps, the error message is also stored. A very interesting 
task was to analyse these mistakes and try and detect associations within them. This is 
why we used association rules. We defined the set of items I as the set of possible 
mistakes or error messages. We defined a transaction as the set of mistakes made by 
one student on one exercise.  Therefore we obtain as many transactions as exercises 
attempted with the Logic-ITA during the semester, which is about 2000. 
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2.3 Association rules obtained with Logic-ITA 

We used association rules to find mistakes often occurring together while solving 
exercises. The purpose of looking for these associations was for the teacher to ponder 
and, may be, to review the course material or emphasize subtleties while explaining 
concepts to students. Thus, it made sense to have a support that is not too low. The 
strongest rules for 2004 are shown in Table 1. The first association rule says that if 
students make mistake Rule can be applied, but deduction incorrect while solving an 
exercise, then they also made the mistake Wrong number of line references given 
while solving the same exercise.  As we can see in the small subset of 3 pairs of rules 
shown in this table, the rules are symmetric and display comparable support and 
confidence. Findings were quite similar across the years (2001 to 2004). 

Table 1. Some association rules for Year 2004. 
 M11 ==> M12 [sup: 77%, conf: 89%]

M12 ==> M11 [sup: 77%, conf: 87%]
M11 ==> M10 [sup: 74%, conf: 86%]
M10 ==> M11 [sup: 78%, conf: 93%]
M12 ==> M10 [sup: 78%, conf: 89%]
M10 ==> M12 [sup: 74%, conf: 88%]

M10: Premise set incorrect 
M11: Rule can be applied, but deduction incorrect 
M12: Wrong number of line reference given 
 

 

3 Measuring interestingness  

Once rules are extracted, the next step consists in picking out meaningful rules and 
discarding others. We will first present some available measures and then compare 
them on a series of datasets. 

3.1 Some measures of interestingness 

It is a fact that strong association rules are not necessarily interesting [7]. Several 
measures, beside confidence, have been proposed to better measure the correlation 
between X and Y. Here we consider the following measures: lift, correlation, 
conviction, Chi-square testing and cosine.  
    lift(X→Y) = conf(X → Y) / P(Y). An equivalent definition is: P(X, Y) / P(X)P(Y). 
Lift is a symmetric measure.  A lift well above 1 indicates a strong correlation 
between X and Y. A lift around 1 says that P(X, Y) = P(X)P(Y). In terms of 
probability, this means that the occurrence of X and the occurrence of Y in the same 
transaction are independent events, hence X and Y not correlated. 
   Correlation(X→Y) = P(X, Y)-P(X)P(Y) / sqrt( P(X)P(Y)(1-P(X))(1-P(Y)) ). 
Correlation is a symmetric measure. A correlation around 0 indicates that X and Y are 
not correlated, a negative figure indicates that X and Y are negatively correlated and a 
positive figure that they a positively correlated. Note that the denominator of the 
division is positive and smaller than 1. Thus the absolute value |cor(X→Y)| is greater 
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than |P(X, Y)-P(X)P(Y)|. In other words, if the lift is around 1, correlation can still be 
significantly different from 0. 
   Conviction(X→Y) = (1 − P(Y)) / (1 − conf(X→Y)). Conviction is not a symmetric 
measure. A conviction around 1 says that X and Y are independent, while conviction 
is infinite as conf(X→Y) is tending to 1. Note that if P(Y) is high,  1 − P(Y) is small. 
In that case, even if conf(X, Y) is strong, conviction(X→Y) may be small.  
  To perform the Chi-square test, a table of expected frequencies is first calculated 
using P(X) and P(Y) from the contingency table. The expected frequency for (X and 
Y) is given by the product P(X)P(Y). Performing a grand total over observed 
frequencies versus expected frequencies gives a number which we denote by Chi. 
Consider the contingency table shown in Table 2. P(X) = P(Y) = 550/2000. Therefore 
the expected frequency (Xe and Ye) is 550 x 550 / 2000 = 151.25 as shown in Table 
3. We calculate the other frequencies similarly. The grand total for Chi is therefore:  
Chi = (500-151.25)2 / 151.25 + (50-398.75)2 / 398.75 +  (50-398.75)2 / 398.75  + 
(1400-1051.25)2 / 1051.25  = 1529.87. 

Table 2.  A contingency table.   

 
 X not X Total 
Y 500 50 550 
not Y 50 1400 1450 
Total 550 1450 2000 

 

Table 3.  Expected frequencies for low 
support and strong confidence. 

 Xe not Xe Total 
Ye 151.25 398.75 550 
not Ye 398.75 1051.25 1450 
Total 550 1450 2000 

The obtained number Chi is compared with a cut-off value read from a Chi-square 
table. For the probability value of 0.05 with one degree of freedom, the cut-off value 
is 3.84. If Chi is greater than 3.84, X and Y are regarded as correlated with a 95% 
confidence level. Otherwise they are regarded as non-correlated also with a 95% 
confidence level. Therefore in our example, X and Y are highly correlated. 
   Cosine(X→Y)  = P(X, Y) / sqrt( P(X)P(Y) ), where sqrt( P(X)P(Y) ) means the 
square root of the product P(X)P(Y).  An equivalent definition is: Cosine(X→Y) = 
|{t_i such that t_i contains both X and Y}|  / sqrt ( |{t_i containing X}| |{t_i containing 
Y}| ). Cosine is a number between 0 and 1. This is due to the fact that both P(X, Y) ≤ 
P(X) and P(X, Y) ≤ P(Y). A value close to 1 indicates a good correlation between X 
and Y. Contrasting with the previous measures, the total number of transactions n is 
not taken into account by the cosine measure. Only the number of transactions 
containing both X and Y, the number of transactions containing X and the number of 
transactions containing Y are used to calculate the cosine measure.  

3.2 Comparing these measures  

Measures for interestingness as given in the previous section differ not only in their 
definition but also in their result. They do not rate the same sets the same way. In [7], 
Tan et al. have done some extensive work in exploring those measures and how well 
they capture the dependencies between variables across various datasets. They 
considered 10 sets and 19 interestingness measures and, for each measure, gave a 
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ranking for the 10 sets. Out of these 10 sets, the first 3 sets (for convenience let us call 
them E1, E2 and E3 as they did in their article) bear most similarities with the data we 
have obtained from Logic-ITA because they lead to strong symmetric rules. However 
there is still a substantial difference between these 3 sets and our sets from the Logic-
ITA. In [7]’s datasets E1, E2 and E3, the values for P(X, Y), P(X) and P(Y) are very 
similar, meaning that X and Y do not occur often one without the other. In contrast, in 
the sets from the Logic-ITA, P(X) and P(Y) are significantly bigger than P(X, Y). As 
we will see this fact has consequences both for correlation and conviction.  

Since the datasets from [7] did not include the case of our datasets, we also 
explored the interestingness measures under different variant of the datasets. In the 
following we take various examples of contingency tables giving symmetric 
association rules for a minimum confidence threshold of 80% and we look at the 
various interestingness results that we get. The set S3 and S4 are the ones that match 
best our data from the Logic-ITA. To complete the picture, we included symmetric 
rules with a relatively low support of 25%, though we are interested in strong rules 
with a minimum support of 60%. This table is to be interpreted as follows. 2000 
exercises have been attempted by about 230 students.  (X, Y) gives the number of 
exercises in which both mistakes X and Y were made, (X, not Y) the number of 
exercises in which the mistake X was made but not the mistake Y, and so on. For the 
set S3 for example, 1340 attempted solutions contain both mistake X and mistake Y, 
270  contain  mistake X but not mistake Y, 330 contain mistake Y but not mistake X 
and 60 attempted solutions contain neither mistake X nor mistake Y. The last 3 lines, 
S7 to S9, are the same as S2 to S4 with a multiplying factor of 10. 

Table 4.  Contingency tables giving symmetric rules with strong confidence   

 X,Y X, not Y not X, Y  not X, not Y. 
S1 500 50 50 1400 
S2 1340 300 300 60 
S3 1340 270 330 60 
S4 1340 200 400 60 
S5 1340 0 0 660 
S6 2000 0 0 0 
S7 13400 3000 3000 600 
S8 13400 2700 3300 600 
S9 13400 2000 4000 600 

 
For each of these datasets, we calculated the various measures of interestingness 

we exposed earlier. Results are shown in Table 5. Expected frequencies are calculated 
assuming the independence of X and Y. Note that expected frequencies coincides 
with observed frequencies for S6, though Chi square cannot be calculated. We have 
put in bold the results that indicate a positive dependency between X and Y. We also 
highlighted the lines for S3 and S4, representing our data from the Logic-ITA and, in 
a lighter shade, S8 and S9, which have the same characteristics but with a multiplying 
factor of 10. 
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Table 5.  Measures for all contingency tables. 

 sup confXY 
confYX 

lift Corr convXY 
convYX 

Chi cos 

S1 0.67 0.90 3.31 0.87 7.98 
7.98 

1522.88 0.91 

S2 0.67 0.82 
0.82 

1.00 -0.02 0.98 
0.98 

0.53 0.82 

S3 0.67 0.83 
0.82 

1.00 -0.01 0.98 
0.99 

0.44 0.82 

S4 0.67 0.87 
0.77 

1.00 0 1.00 
1.00 

0,00 0.82 

S5 0.67 1.00 
1.00 

1.49 1 - 
- 

2000 1 

S6 1.00 1.00 
1.00 

1.00 - - 
- 

- 1 

S7 0.67 0.82 
0.82 

1.00 -0.02 0.98 
0.98 

5.29 0.82 

S8 0.67 0.83 
0.80 

1.00 -0.01 0.98 
0.99 

4.37 0.82 

S9 0.67 0.87 
0.77 

1.00 0 1.00 
1.00 

0.01 0.82 

 

We now discuss the results. First, let us consider the lift. One notices that, when 
the number X and Y increase in Table 4 and consequently P(X) and P(Y) increase, 
mechanically the lift decreases. As an illustration of this phenomenon, let us consider 
that a person is characterized by things she does everyday. Suppose X is 'seeing the 
Eiffel tower' and Y is 'taking the subway'. If association rules are mined considering 
the Parisians, then the lift of X→Y is likely to be low because a high proportion of 
Parisians both see the Eiffel tower everyday and take the subway everyday. However 
if association rules are mined taking the whole French population, the lift is likely to 
be high because only 20% of the French are Parisians, hence both P(X) and P(Y) 
cannot be greater then 0.20.  The ranking for the lift given in (Tan and al.) is rather 
poor for their sets E1, E2 and E3, the closest matches with our data. They give strong 
symmetric association rules and both P(X) and P(Y) are high.  

Let us now consider the correlation. Note that P(X) and P(Y) are positive numbers 
smaller than 1, hence their product is smaller than P(X) and P(Y). If P(X, Y) is 
significantly smaller than P(X) and P(Y), the difference between the product 
P(X)P(Y) and P(X, Y) is very small, and, as a result, correlation is around 0. This is 
exactly what happens with our data, and this fact leads to a strong difference with 
[7]’s E1, E2 and E3 sets, where the correlation was highly ranked: except for S1 and 
S5, our correlation results are around 0 for our sets with strong association rules.  

Another feature of our data is that 1-P(X), 1-P(Y) and 1-conf(X→Y) are similar, 
hence conviction values remain around 1.  

It is well known (see S7 to S9) that Chi-square is not invariant under the row-
column scaling property, as opposed to all the other measures which yielded the same 
results as for S2 to S4. Chi-square rate X and Y as independent for S2 and S3, but rate 
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them as dependent in S7 and S8. As the numbers increases, the Chi-square finds 
increasing dependency between the variables. This leads us to explore the calculation 
of Chi-square on a larger population, cumulating 4 years of data. 

Finally cosine is the only measure that always rate X and Y as correlated. This is 
due to the fact that cosine calculation  is independent of n, the size of the population, 
and considers only the number of transactions where both X and Y occur, as well as 
the number of transactions where X occur and Y occur.  

3.3 Cumulating Data over 3 years and Chi-square.  

We have mined association rules for four consecutive years and obtained stable 
results: the same symmetric rules with a support bigger than 60% came up. What 
would happen if we merge the data of these 4 years and mine the association rules on 
the merged data? Roughly, we would obtain contingency tables similar to S3 and S4 
but with bigger figures: each figure is multiplied by 4. Because proportions do not 
change, such a table gives the same association rules, with same support, lift, 
correlation, conviction and cosine for S3 and S4. The difference is that the Chi-square 
increases. As illustrated with S7, S8 and S9 Chi-square is not invariant under the row-
column scaling property.  Due to a change in the curriculum, we have not been able to 
mine association rules over more years. However one can make the following 
projection: with a similar trend over a few more years, one would obtain set similar to 
S8 and S9. Chi-square would rate X and Y as correlated when X and Y are symmetric 
enough as for S3 and S8.   

3.4  Contrast rules 
In [10], contrast rules have been put forward to discover interesting rules that do not 
have necessarily a strong support. One aspect of contrast rules is to define a 
neighborhood to which the base rule is compared. We overtake this idea and consider 
the neighborhood {not X → Y, X → not Y, not X → not Y} assuming that X → Y is 
a symmetric rule with strong support and strong confidence. Taking the set S3, we 
get: 

sup( not X→Y) = 0.17. 
conf (not X→Y) = 0.85 
 

sup( X→not Y) = 0.17. 
conf (X→not Y) = 0.17. 
 

sup(not X→not Y) = 0.03 
conf (not X→not Y)=0.15 

These rules give complementary information allowing to better judge on the 
dependency of X and Y. They tell us that from the attempted solutions not containing 
mistake X, 85% of them contain mistake Y, while from the attempted solutions 
containing mistake X only 15% do not contain mistake Y. Furthermore, only 3% of 
the attempted solutions contain neither mistake X nor mistake Y. The neighborhood. 
{not Y → X, Y → not X, not Y → not X}  behaves similarly.  
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3.5 Pedagogical use of the rules 

We have shown in earlier papers how the patterns extracted were used for improving 
teaching [9, 11, 13]. Note that since our goal was to improve the course as much as 
possible, our experiment did not test the sole impact of using the association rules but 
the impact of all other patterns found in the data. After we first extracted association 
rules from 2002 and 2001 data, we used these rules to redesign the course and provide 
more adaptive teaching. One finding was that mistakes related to the structure of the 
formal proof (as opposed to, for instance, the use and applicability of a logic rule) 
were associated together. This led us to realise that the very concept of formal proofs 
was causing problems and that some concepts such as the difference between the two 
types of logical rules, the deduction rules and the equivalence rules, might not be 
clear enough.  In 2003, that portion of the course was redesigned to take this problem 
into account and the role of each part of the proof was emphasized. After the end of 
the semester, mining for mistakes associations was conducted again. Surprisingly, 
results did not change much (a slight decrease in support and confidence levels in 
2003 followed by a slight increase in 2004). However, marks in the final exam 
questions related to formal proofs continued increasing. We concluded that making 
mistakes, especially while using a training tool, is simply part of the learning process 
and this interpretation was supported by the fact that the number of completed 
exercises per student increased in 2003 and 2004 [9].  

4 Conclusion 

In this paper we investigated the interestingness of the association rules found in the 
data from the Logic-ITA, an intelligent tutoring system for propositional logic. We 
used this data mining technique to look for mistakes often made together while 
solving an exercise, and found strong rules associating three specific mistakes.  

Taking an inquisitive look at our data, it turns out that they have quite a special 
shape. Firstly, they give strong symmetric association rules. Strong means that both 
support and confidence are high. Symmetric means that both X→Y and Y→X are 
rules. Secondly, P(X) and P(Y), the proportion of exercises where mistake X was 
made and the proportion of exercises where mistake Y was made respectively, is 
significantly higher than P(X, Y), the proportion of exercises where both mistakes 
were made. A consequence is that many interestingness measures such as lift, 
correlation, conviction or even Chi-square to a certain extent rate X and Y as non-
correlated. However cosine, which is independent of the proportions, rate X and Y as 
positively correlated. Further we observe that mining associations on data cumulated 
over several years could lead to a positive correlation with the Chi-square test. Finally 
contrast rules give interesting complementary information: rules not containing any 
mistake or making only one mistake are very weak. So, while a number of measures 
may have led us to discard our association rules, other measures indicate the opposite. 
Additionally, the use of these rules to change parts of our course seemed to contribute 
to better learning. 
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This really indicates that the notion of interestingness is very sensitive to the context. 
Since Education data often has relatively small number of instances, measures based 
on statistical correlation may not be relevant for this domain. Our experience tends to 
say so. We think that it is highly dependent on the way the rules will be used. In an 
educational context, is it really important to be certain of the probabilistic dependency 
of, say, mistakes? When the rule X→Y is found, the pragmatically-oriented teacher 
will first look at the support: in our case, it showed that over 60% of the exercises 
contained at least three different mistakes. This is a good reason to ponder. The 
analysis of whether these 3 mistakes are statistically correlated is in fact not 
necessarily relevant to the remedial actions the teacher will take and may even be 
better judged by the teacher. As a future work we would like to investigate how 
subjective interestingness measures would work on our data. 
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Abstract. In this paper, we survey the application of association rule mining in 
e-learning systems, and especially, learning management systems. We describe 
the specific knowledge discovery process, its mains drawbacks and some 
possible solutions to resolve them.  

1   Introduction 

 
Nowadays, Learning Management Systems (LMS) are being installed more and more 
by universities, community colleges, schools, businesses, and even individual 
instructors in order to add web technology to their courses and to supplement 
traditional face-to-face courses [1]. LMS systems accumulate a vast amount of 
information which is very valuable for analyzing the students’ behavior and could 
create a gold mine of educational data [2]. They can record whatever student activities 
it involves, such as reading, writing, taking tests, performing various tasks, and even 
communicating with peers. However, due to the vast quantities of data these systems 
can generate daily, it is very difficult to analyze this data manually. A very promising 
approach towards this analysis objective is the use of data mining techniques. 

Data mining or knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) is the automatic 
extraction of implicit and interesting patterns from large data collections [3]. 
Association rules mining is one of the most well studied data mining tasks. It 
discovers relationships among attributes in databases, producing if-then statements 
concerning attribute-values [4]. An association rule X ⇒ Y expresses that in those 
transactions in the database where X occurs; there is a high probability of having Y as 
well. X and Y are called respectively the antecedent and consequent of the rule. The 
strength of such a rule is measured by its support and confidence.  The confidence of 
the rule is the percentage of transactions with X in the database that contain the 
consequent Y also. The support of the rule is the percentage of transactions in the 
database that contain both the antecedent and the consequent. 

Association rule mining has been applied to e-learning systems for traditionally 
association analysis (finding correlations between items in a dataset), including, e.g., 
the following tasks: building recommender agents for on-line learning activities or 
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shortcuts [5], automatically guiding the learner’s activities and intelligently generate 
and recommend learning materials [6], identifying attributes characterizing patterns of 
performance disparity between various groups of students [7], discovering interesting 
relationships from student’s usage information in order to provide feedback to course 
author [8], finding out the relationships between each pattern of learner’s behavior 
[9], finding students’ mistakes that are often occurring together [10], guiding the 
search for best fitting transfer model of student learning [11], optimizing the content 
of an e-learning portal by determining the content of most interest to the user [12], 
extracting useful patterns to help educators and web masters evaluating and 
interpreting on-line course activities [5], and personalizing e-learning based on 
aggregate usage profiles and a domain ontology [13].  

Association rule mining also has been applied to the learning of sequential patterns 
mining, which is a restrictive form of association rule mining in the sense that not 
only the occurrences themselves, but also the order between the occurrences of the 
items is taken into account. The extraction of sequential patterns has been used in e-
learning for evaluating the learners’ activities and can be used in adapting and 
customizing resource delivery [14]; discovering and comparison with expected 
behavioral patterns specified by the instructor that describes an ideal learning path 
[15]; giving an indication of how to best organize the educational web space and be 
able to make suggestions to learners who share similar characteristics [16]; generating 
personalized activities to different groups of learners [17]; supporting the evaluation 
and validation of learning site designs [18]; identifying interaction sequences 
indicative of problems and patterns that are markers of success [19]. 

Finally, association rule mining has been used in the e-learning for classification 
[20]. From a syntactic point of view, the main difference to general association rules 
is that classification rules have a single condition in the consequent which is the class 
identifier name. They have been applied in learning material organization [21], 
student learning assessments [22, 23, 24], course adaptation to the students’ behavior 
[25, 26] and evaluation of educational web sites [27].  
 This paper is organized in the following way: Section 2 describes the KDD process 
for association rule mining in e-learning. Section 3 describes the main drawbacks and 
solutions of applying association rule algorithms in LMS. Finally, in section 4, the 
conclusions and further research are outlined. 

2   The association rule mining process in LMS 

The general KDD process [28] has the next steps: collecting data, preprocessing, 
applying the actual data mining tasks and post-processing. We particularize these 
steps for association rule mining in the LMS domain. 
• Collecting data. Most of the current LMSs do not store logs as text files. Instead, 

they normally use a relational database that stores all the systems information: 
personal information of the users (profile), academic results, the user’s 
interaction data, etc.. Databases are more powerful, flexible and bug-prone than 
the typically textual log files for gathering detailed access and high level usage 
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information from all the services available in the LMS. The LMSs keep detailed 
logs of all activities that students perform. Not only every click that students 
make for navigational purposes (low level information) is stored, but also test 
scores, elapsed time, etc. (high level information). 

• Data pre-processing. Most of the traditional data pre-processing tasks, such as 
data cleaning, user identification, session identification, transaction identification, 
data transformation and enrichment, data integration and data reduction are not 
necessary in LMS. Data pre-processing of LMS data is simpler due to the fact 
that most LMS store the data for analysis purposes, in contrast to the typically 
observational datasets in data mining, that were generated to support the 
operational setting and not for analysis in the first place. LMSs also employ a 
database and user authentication (password protection) which allows identifying 
the users in the logs. Some typical tasks of the data preparation phase are: data 
discretization (numerical values are transformed to categorical values), derivation 
of new attributes and selection of attributes (new attributes are created from the 
existed ones and only a subset of relevant attributes are chosen), creating 
summarization tables (these tables integrate all the desired information to be 
mined at an appropriate level, e.g. student), transforming the data format (to 
format required by the used data mining algorithms or frameworks).  

• Applying the mining algorithms. In this step it is necessary: 1) to choose he 
specific association rule mining algorithm and implementation; 2) to configure 
the parameters of the algorithm, such as support and confidence threshold and 
others; 3) to identify which table or data file will be used for the mining; 4) and 
to specify some other restrictions, such as the maximum number of items and 
what specific attributes can be present in the antecedent or consequent of the 
discovered rules. 

• Data post-processing. The obtained results or rules are interpreted, evaluated and 
used by the teacher for further actions. The final objective is to putting the results 
into use. Teachers use the discovered information (in form of if-then rules) for 
making decisions about the students and the LMS activities of the course in order 
to improve the students’ learning. So, data mining algorithms have to express the 
output in a comprehensible format by e.g., using standardized e-learning 
metadata.  

 It is important to notice that traditional educational data sets are normally small 
[28] if we compare them to databases used in other data mining fields such as e-
commerce applications that involve thousands of clients. This is due to the fact that 
the typical size of one classroom is often only between 10-100 students, depending on 
the type of the course (elementary, primary, adult, higher, tertiary, academic and 
special education). In the distance learning setting, the class size is usually larger, and 
it is also possible to pool data from several years or from several similar courses. 
Furthermore, the total number of instances or transactions can be quite large 
depending on how much information the LMS stores about the interaction of each 
student with the system (and at what levels of granularity). In this way, the number of 
available instances is much higher than the number of students. And, as we have said 
previously, educational data has also one advantage compared to several other 
domains [28]: the data sets are usually very clean, i.e., the values are correct and do 
not contain any noise from measuring devices. 
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3   Drawbacks and solutions 

In the association rule mining area, most of the research efforts went in the first place 
to improving the algorithmic performance [29], and in the second place into reducing 
the output set by allowing the possibility to express constraints on the desired results. 
Over the past decade a variety of algorithms that address these issues through the 
refinement of search strategies, pruning techniques and data structures have been 
developed. While most algorithms focus on the explicit discovery of all rules that 
satisfy minimal support and confidence constraints for a given dataset, increasing 
consideration is being given to specialized algorithms that attempt to improve 
processing time or facilitate user interpretation by reducing the result set size and by 
incorporating domain knowledge [30].  
 There are also other specific problems related to the application of association rule 
mining from e-learning data. When trying to solve these problems, one should 
consider the purpose of the association models and the data they come from. 
Nowadays, normally, data mining tools are designed more for power and flexibility 
than for simplicity. Most of the current data mining tools are too complex for 
educators to use and their features go well beyond the scope of what an educator 
might require. As a result, the courses administrator is more likely to apply data 
mining techniques in order to produce reports for instructors who then use these 
reports to make decisions about how to improve the student’s learning and the online 
courses. However, it is most desirable that teachers participate directly in the iterative 
mining process in order to obtain more valuable rules. But normally, teachers only use 
the feedback provided by the obtained rules to make decisions about modification to 
improve the course, detect activities or students with problems, etc.   
 Some of the main drawbacks of association rule algorithms in e-learning are: the 
used algorithms have too many parameters for somebody non expert in data mining 
and the obtained rules are far too many, most of them non-interesting and with low 
comprehensibility. In the following subsections, we will tackle these problems. 

3.1 Finding the appropriate parameter settings of the mining algorithm 

Association rule mining algorithms need to be configured before to be executed. So, 
the user has to give appropriate values for the parameters in advance (often leading to 
too many or too few rules) in order to obtain a good number of rules. A comparative 
study between the main algorithms that are currently used to discover association 
rules can be found in [31]: Apriori [32], FP-Growth [33], MagnumOpus [34], Closet 
[35]. Most of these algorithms require the user to set two thresholds, the minimal 
support and the minimal confidence, and find all the rules that exceed the thresholds 
specified by the user. Therefore, the user must possess a certain amount of expertise 
in order to find the right settings for support and confidence to obtain the best rules.  
 One possible solution to this problem can be to use a parameter-free algorithm or 
with less parameters. For example, the Weka [36] package implements an Apriori-
type algorithm that solves this problem partially. This algorithm reduces iteratively 
the minimum support, by a factor delta support (∆s) introduced by the user, until a 
minimum support is reached or a required number of rules (NR) has been generated.  
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 Another improved version of the Apriori algorithm is the Predictive Apriori 
algorithm [37], which automatically resolves the problem of balance between these 
two parameters, maximizing the probability of making an accurate prediction for the 
data set. In order to achieve this, a parameter called the exact expected predictive 
accuracy is defined and calculated using the Bayesian method, which provides 
information about the accuracy of the rule found. In this way the user only has to 
specify the maximal number or rules to discover. 
 In [38] experimental tests were performed on a Moodle course by comparing the 
two previous algorithms. The final results demonstrated better performance for 
Predictive Apriori than Apriori-type algorithm using the ∆s factor. 

3.2 Discovering too many rules 

The application of traditional association algorithms will be simple and efficient. 
However, association rule mining algorithms normally discover a huge quantity of 
rules and do not guarantee that all the rules found are relevant. Support and 
confidence factors can be used for obtaining interesting rules which have values for 
these factors grater than a threshold value. Although these two parameters allow the 
pruning of many associations, another common constraint is to indicate the attributes 
that must or cannot be present in the antecedent or consequent of the discovered rules. 
 Another solution is to evaluate, and post-prune the obtained rules in order to find 
the most interesting rules for a specific problem. Traditionally, the use of objective 
interestingness measures has been suggested [39], such as support and confidence, 
mentioned previously, as well as others measures such as Laplace, chi-square statistic, 
correlation coefficient, entropy gain, gini, interest, conviction, etc. These measures 
can be used for ranking the obtained rules in order than the user can select the rules 
with highest values in the measures that he/she is more interested. 
 Subjective measures are becoming increasingly important [40], in other words 
measures that are based on subjective factors controlled by the user. Most of the 
subjective approaches involve user participation in order to express, in accordance 
with his or her previous knowledge, which rules are of interest. Some suggested 
subjective measures [41] are: 
• Unexpectedness: Rules are interesting if they are unknown to the user or contradict 

the user’s knowledge. 
• Actionability: Rules are interesting if users can do something with them to their 

advantage. 
 The number of rules can be decreased by only showing unexpected and actionable 
rules to the teacher and not all the discovered rules [38]. In [41], an Interestingness 
Analysis System (IAS) is proposed. It compares rules discovered with the user's 
knowledge about the area of interest. Let U be the set of user’s specifications 
representing his/her knowledge space, A be the set of discovered association rules, 
this algorithm implements a pruning technique for removing redundant or 
insignificant rules by ranking and classifying them into four categories:  
• Conforming rules: a discovered rule Ai∈A conforms to a piece of user’s 

knowledge Uj if both the antecedent and the consequent parts of Ai match those 
of Uj∈U well. 
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• Unexpected consequent rules: a discovered rule Ai∈A has unexpected consequents 
with respect to Uj∈U if the antecedent part of Ai matches that of Uj well. 

• Unexpected condition rules: a discovered rule Ai∈A has unexpected conditions 
with respect to Uj∈U if the consequent part of Ai matches that of Uj well, but not 
the antecedent part. 

• Both-side unexpected rules: a discovered rule Ai∈A is both-side unexpected with 
respect to Uj∈U if the antecedent and consequent parts of Ai don’t match those 
of Uj well. 

 The degrees of membership into each of these four categories are used for ranking 
the rules. Using their own specification language, they indicate their knowledge about 
the matter in question, through relationships among the fields or items in the database. 
 Finally, we can also use the knowledge database as a rule repository on the basis of 
which subjective analysis of the rules discovered is performed [38]. Before running 
the association rule mining algorithm, the teacher could download the relevant 
knowledge database, in accordance with his/her profile. The personalisation of the 
rules returned is based on filtering parameters, associated with the type of the course 
to be analysed such as: the area of knowledge; the level of education; the difficulty of 
the course, etc. The rules repository is created on the server in a collaborative way 
where the experts can vote for each rule in the repository, based on the educational 
considerations and their experience gained in other similar e-learning courses. 

3.3 Discovery of poorly understandable rules 

A factor that is of major importance in determining the quality of the extracted rules is 
their comprehensibility. Although the main motivation for rule extraction is to obtain 
a comprehensible description of the underlying model's hypothesis, this aspect of rule 
quality is often overlooked due to the subjective nature of comprehensibility, which 
can not be measured independently of the person using the system [42]. Prior 
experience and domain knowledge of this person play an important role in assessing 
the comprehensibility. This contrasts with accuracy that can be considered as a 
property of the rules and which can be evaluated independently of the users.  
 There are some traditional techniques that have been used in order to improve the 
comprehensibility of discovered rules. For example, we can reduce the size of the 
rules by constraining the number of items in the antecedent or consequent of the rule. 
Simplicity of the rule is related with its size, and as such, the shorter the rule is, the 
more comprehensible it will be. Another technique is performing a discretization of 
numerical values. Discretization [43] divides the numerical data into categorical 
classes that are easier to understand for the instructor (categorical values are more 
user-friendly for the instructor than precise magnitudes and ranges).  
 Another way to improve the comprehensibility of the rules is to incorporate domain 
knowledge and semantics, and to use a common and well-know vocabulary for the 
teacher. In the context of web-based educational systems, we can identify some 
common attributes to a variety of e-learning systems such as LMS and adaptive 
hypermedia courses. As we can see in table 1, these attributes could be present in 
many sections or levels of the course. For example, a unit could be a chapter, or a 
lesson, or an exercise, or a collaborative resource.  
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Table 1. Examples of attributes common to a variety of e-learning systems.  

Attribute Description 
Visited If the unit, document or web page has been visited 
Total_time Time taken by the student to complete the unit 
Score Average final score for the unit 
Knowledge_level Student’s initial and final level in the unit 
Difficulty_level Difficulty level of the unit  
Attempts Number of attempts before passing the unit 
Chat_messages Number of messages sent/read in the chat room 
Forum_messages Number of messages sent/read in the forum 
 

 In this context the use of standard metadata for e-learning [44] allows the creation 
and maintenance of a common knowledge base with a common vocabulary 
susceptible of sharing among different communities of instructors. For example,   the 
SCORM [45] standard describes a content aggregation model and a tracking model 
for reusable learning objects. Although SCORM provides a framework for the 
representation and processing of the metadata, it falls short in including the support 
needed for other, more specific, pedagogical tracking such as the use of collaborative 
resources. In Figure 1, we show a proposed SCORM-based Ontology for association 
rule mining in LMS using standard e-learning attributes. 
 

 
Fig. 1. SCORM based Ontology for association rule mining in LMS. 
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The ontology of Figure 1 includes, besides the standard SCORM attributes, other 
attributes related to the collaborative learning. This could be a good starting point for 
content re-using and for exchanging results between different mining frameworks.  

In order to improve the comprehensibility and suitability of the rules, it will be 
very useful to also provide an ontology that describes the specific domain [44]. In this 
way the teacher can understand better the rules that contain concepts related to the 
domain under study, like “if success in topic A then success in topic B.” 

Finally, another proposal is to use domain specific interactive data mining [46] in 
which the user is involved in the discovery process to find iteratively the most 
interesting results. Domain and problem specific representation are also added to the 
mining process. The user is not just evaluating the result of an automatic data mining 
process, but he or she is actively involved in the design of a new representation and 
the search for patterns. 

4 Conclusions and future trends 

It is still the early days for the total integration of association rule mining in e-learning 
systems and not many real and fully operative implementations are available. In this 
paper, we have outlined some of the main drawbacks for the application of 
association rule mining in learning management systems and we have described some 
possible solutions for each problem.  
 We believe that some future research lines will focus on: developing association 
rule mining tools that can more easily be used by educators; proposing new specific 
measures of interest with the inclusion of domain knowledge and semantic; 
embedding and integrating mining tools into LMSs in order to enable the teacher to 
use the same interface to create/maintain courses and to carry out the mining 
process/obtain direct feedback/make modifications in the course; developing iterative 
and interactive or guided mining to help educators to apply KDD processes, or even 
developing an automatic mining system that can perform the mining automatically in 
an unattended way, such that the teacher only has to use the proposed 
recommendations in order to improve the students’ learning. 
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Abstract. In this paper we investigate the application of data mining methods to
provide learners with real-time adaptive feedback on the nature and patterns of
their on-line communication while learning collaboratively. We derived two mod-
els for classifying chat messages using data mining techniques and tested these
on an actual data set [16]. The reliability of the classification of chat messages
is established by comparing the models performance to that of humans. Results
indicate that the classification of messages is reasonably reliable and can thus
be done automatically and in real-time. This makes it, for example, possible to
increase the awareness of learners by visualizing their interaction behaviour by
means of avatars. It is concluded that the application of data mining methods to
educational chats is both feasible and can, over time, result in the improvement
of learning environments.

1 Introduction

Streifer and Schumann [22] describe data mining as: “a process of problem identifica-
tion, data gathering and manipulation, statistical/prediction modelling, and output dis-
play leading to deployment or decision making” (p. 283). Luan [13] has argued that in
(higher) education, data mining can have an added scientific value in fostering the cre-
ation and modification of theories of learning. This paper discusses first steps towards
an integration of data mining and computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL) to
guide learners.

Theoretical and technological advances in the past decades have promoted new
views on learning. Two modern concepts are the constructive nature of learning and its
situated character [17]. The first concept argues that learners are in control of their own
learning process and ‘construct’ personal knowledge. The second concept stresses that
knowledge construction cannot occur in vacuo. The learning situation, that is the pres-
ence of tools and other learners mediate the knowledge construction process [24]. These
concepts have spawned new instructional strategies, most importantly scientific inquiry
learning and CSCL [18]. Computer-based simulations facilitate the implementation of
appropriate learning environments to promote both types of learning [6]. Educational
simulations model phenomena. They allow learners to explore and experiment with a
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virtual environment, in order to discover the underlying properties of the simulation’s
behavior. A particular feature of computer-based simulations is that all user actions can
be kept track of (or ‘logged’) [8]. Monitoring user actions can be used for feedback to
learners about their rate of progress, or for adjusting instructions to individual learners
[9]. Monitoring user actions can also be used to provide feedback in a CSCL context, for
example to guide collaboration or communication. There are many types of CSCL en-
vironments. An interesting type is an environment where learners work simultaneously
on the same task, but from physically separate locations. In such a case, communication
usually proceeds through a text-based online chat interface.

Online chatting differs in a number of ways from everyday face-to-face conversa-
tion, both qualitatively and quantitatively. In chatting, learners tend to be more succinct,
to focus more on technical and organizational issues instead of domain aspects, and to
easily jump from topic to topic which makes for an erratic conversational pattern [23].
This can have positive effects (e.g., brainstorming), but also detrimental when the situ-
ation requires learners to focus on one topic [12]. In the latter case, there is a need for
tools that help learners to focus, by aggregating, organizing, and evaluating the infor-
mational input by group members. An example is a tool developed by Janssen, Erkens,
Kanselaar, and Jaspers [11], that could visualize the (quantitative) contribution of in-
dividual members to a group discussion in a CSCL environment. They found that use
of the tool affected the communication style. For example, learners who used the tool
wrote lengthier messages.

Our exploration tries to improve on the (visual) feedback on collaborative processes,
and to take it a step further. The goal is to provide learners with feedback on the nature
and patterns of their communication. For example, the above reported finding that dur-
ing online chatting learners focus more on regulative than domain-related issues, can be
monitored and utilized to give appropriate feedback on a just-in-time basis. Since learn-
ers cannot be expected to oversee the whole of their communication process, guidance
will be invaluable. The practical issue that continuous presence of a tutor or teacher
is very laborious and expensive may be solved by the integration of a guiding tool in
the CSCL environment. Of course, in order to provide appropriate feedback and guid-
ance to learners, the tool needs to be able to identify the nature and contents of the
messages posted by the learners, and of communication patterns in general. To achieve
this, a common step in the analysis of communication patterns is to define functions
for different types of messages. We have found the distinction into four functions made
by Gijlers and de Jong [7] suitable for our purposes. They distinguish between trans-
formative (domain), regulative, technical, and off-task (social) messages. Domain (or
transformative) messages concern expressions referring to the domain at hand, as long
as these messages are not of a regulative nature. Regulative messages relate to plan-
ning or monitoring of the learning process. Technical messages concern the learning
environment itself, tools, hardware, and software. The fourth category comprises social
messages like greetings, compliments, remarks of a private nature, and so on.

Overview Our goal in developing an automated chat analysis tool is to apply data
mining approaches to the problem of classifying chat messages. Section 2 gives an
overview of the methods used.
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Section 3 contains the result of applying the methods on an actual data set, based on
data collected by Nadira Saab for her PhD research [16]. Saab’s research focused on the
role of support and motivation in a collaborative discovery learning environment, and
on the communicative activities that can be found in such an environment. The experi-
mental setup that was used involved pairs of secondary school learners, who worked to-
gether with a computer-simulated learning environment calledCollisions. During learn-
ing, learners worked collaboratively with a shared interface, communicating through a
chat message box. These messages, among other learning activities, were logged.

In order to determine the reliability of the method’s assignment of functions to mes-
sages, its performance was compared to that of human raters. The goal of automated
chat analysis is to build a new support tool to assist learners in CSCL environments. An
example of such a use, which makes use of simpleavatars, is given in Section 4.

2 Methods

A common step in the analysis of communication patterns is to define functions for
different types of messages. A message is conceived here as “a series of words with a
single communicative function” (cf. [7], [10], [11]). Most chat messages are very short
and contain only one function. In other instances, messages can be segmented on the
basis of for example, punctuation marks (e.g., full stop, question mark, exclamation
mark, comma) and connectives (e.g., ‘and’, ‘but’) [10], [11]. The next step is to assign
tags to each message, indicating its function. In the present study four functions are
distinguished: regulatory, domain, social, and technical (cf. [7], also see Section 1). It
is recommended to define functions rather broadly. More fine-grained definitions will
increase the number of functions that are to be distinguished and will decrease the
average frequency of observations within each category, which yields data that is (a)
too detailed to be very informative and (b) hard or impossible to analyze statistically
[5]. In the present study we are mainly interested in classifying each chat message as
regulatory, domain, social or technical. In addition, we require the classification to be
automatic in order to be able to give real-time feedback to learners.

A general method for classification is to define a set of features that can be extracted
from an item (a chat message in our case) and then derive a model which, given the
features of a particular item, can determine the (correct) classification.

Given that messages are natural language, the features have to be derived from syn-
tactic patterns that occur in natural language. The simplest pattern is a single word (or
possibly a compound term). For our chat corpus words like “speed”, “momentum”,
“increases”, “constant” point to domain oriented chats. More complex patterns can be
defined by including generalisations. For example, “what ... think”1, “the answer is
... #” (# is a number) point to regulatory messages. Some grammatical patterns also
have a strong tendency to point to a certain class. For example, the vast majority of
chats matching the pattern “<uh> <uh> ” (<uh> is shorthand for an interjection, see
Appendix A) are regulatory, whereas “<at> <nn> is ” points to domain-oriented
messages such as “the speed is increasing”.

1 We use the pattern syntax of tOKo [2].
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We experimented with two automated methods for the classification of messages
based on the following features:

Words A common approach is to consider a document as a bag-of-words and use word
occurrence as a feature. Although historically, this approach has been mainly used
to distinguish between topic-oriented classes (e.g., documents on cats and cars), it
appears reasonable to assume regulatory chats contain different words than domain
chats. The model results in the probability for a word (the feature) to belong to a
given class.

Shallow grammars For chats, and particularly for the classes in our study, it is likely
that the grammatical structure of a message is a reasonably strong indicator of
the class. Regulatory messages, “ok, I agree”, are different from domain oriented
messages (“the speed increases”) not only by the words they contain but also by
their grammatical structure. Part-of-speech (POS) taggers can generalise natural
language to a grammatical pattern in which each word is assigned the grammatical
function it plays in the sentence: “ok/uh, I/pp, agree/vb”, “the/at speed/nn is/vb
constant/jj” (the symbol after the slash is the assigned POS-tag). The grammatical
pattern can then be used as a feature for classification.

2.1 Data normalisation

Of the raw data collected by Saab [16] we used 78 chat sessions, containing 16879
chat messages in total. Most of the chats are in Dutch, or perhaps more accurately a
derivative of Dutch emerging from the use of messaging tools, and a small fraction of
English (“we are the greatest”).

The corpus poses two significant challenges for automated analysis: it is very noisy
and the messages are short. A total of 5749 different words were found in the raw data,
of these 3353 (58.3%) are not given in the Dutch dictionary [3] we used. 8223 messages
(48.7%) contained at least one unknown word. The distribution of the number of words
over the messages was: 389 (0 words; an integer, punctuation only, smileys), 5502 (1
word; ok, yes, no, etc.), 3008 (2), 2857 (3), 2300 (4), 1669 (5), 852 (6), 259 (7), 36 (8),
7 (9).

The noisiness of the data is caused by several factors: misspellings, compound-
ing, chat language, abbreviations and initialisms (“answ” for answer), reduplications
(“heeellllooo’), and frivolous spellings of interjections (“okey”). Such noise can to some
extent be corrected semi-automatically as it affects only single words [25].

A class of noise that is nearly impossible to correct automatically is when the spe-
cific context is relevant and, even worse, when multiple words in a message make it
noisy. Consider the messages “k dan” (okay, agreed) and “k ook” (me too). In the chats
the letter k is often used as anabbreviationfor ok and forik (I; first person pronoun).
The correct spelling is therefore “oké dan” and “ik ook”. Other examples are: ‘ksnap t”
(“ik snap het”,I understand) and “kheb geni dee’ (“ik heb geen idee”,I have no idea).

We normalised the chats using a two stage process. First, we used noise correction
methods in tOKo [2] to get rid of most misspellings, compounds and some reduplica-
tions. Next, we manually corrected nearly 3000 other errors in the chats. After normal-
isation, the chats contained 2323 different words of which 789 (33.9%) are not in the
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dictionary. Most of the unknown words remaining have a (very) low frequency. The
normalised data was used for the study.

2.2 Experimental setup

In order to train the algorithms for the automatic methods (bag-of-words and shallow
grammars) four test sets of 400 messages were randomly selected from the corpus. The
random selection process was biased towards longer messages to obtain a reasonable
distribution over the four classes. Most messages are short and short messages tend to
be regulatory.

Each set of test messages was scored by a researcher from our department, with the
following options: one of the classes, other, and for ambiguous messages the option to
score a message as belonging to multiple classes. After training, the coders took about
20 minutes to score their set of 400 messages.

The set of messages used in the experiment comprises those consistent among the
raters. Given that most of the messages were rated by a single person, an expert was
asked to check the classifications. In less than 1% of the cases, she might have used a
different assignment.

2.3 Feature extraction

The features for the word method are the words themselves, integers, smileys and the
question mark and exclamation mark. If a message contained a feature multiple times
only one occurrence counted. For example, “the answer is 4! :-)” results in the feature
set (answer, is, the, #, !, :-)) where # is any integer.

For the shallow grammars TreeTagger [20] was used to POS-tag the entire corpus.
The resulting tag sequences were then input to the apriori algorithm [1] to determine the
longest sequences that occurrred at least 20 times. This resulted in 546 POS sequences.
Each coded message was also run through the POS-tagger and all non-overlapping POS
sequences in the set of 546 it contained were taken as grammar features for that partic-
ular message.

2.4 Model construction and classification

Of the published methods for text classification, models that make the naive Bayes as-
sumption of the features being independent have experimentally performed well com-
pared to more sophisticated and computationally more expensive methods [15] (see
[14] for an overview of alternate methods). Naive Bayes classifiers, in the context of
text classification, are normally applied to entire documents which introduces issues of
both feature selection and feature weights (frequencies). In the context of chat message
classification such issues do not play a role.

Each message is represented as a feature vectorF = (f1, f2, ..., fn) werefk is 1 if
the feature (word or grammar sequence) is present in a chat message and 0 when not.
The conditional probability of featurefk belonging to classCi is then:p(fk|Ci) = sk

si

weresk is the number of coded messages assigned to classCi that havefk as a feature
andsi the total number of coded messages assigned to classCi.
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A message can be classified by selecting the class that has the highest value for the
product of the conditional probabilities of the features it contains:

argmaxiP (F |Ci) =
n∏

k=1

p(fk|Ci)

Several others (e.g., [15]) have observed that there is a problem when applying
the above function to text classification because not all data items contain all features.
Consider the message “well done honey” (Cx = social). When the feature “honey”
does not occur in domain-oriented messages thenp(honey|domain) = 0. Given the
creativity of chatting learners someone is likely to come up with a message reading
“honey, the speed increases”. Substitutingp(honey|domain) = 0 in the above function
results inp(F |domain) = 0, which clearly is undesirable.

The solution we opted for is to assign aminimalprobability to a feature independent
of class. In other words, we assume that any feature not observed in the training set, has
an equal probability of appearing as a feature in any class. The minimal probability is
the following constant:

p(fk|Ci) = 1/
∑

i

si

This probability is larger than 0 and lower than any observed probability in the
training set.

3 Results

Table 1 shows the results of applying the feature models as a classifier compared to
the coded messages. The rows contain the human-coded messages and the columns the
classification of the model. The values on the long diagonal are agreement between
coders and the model (e.g., 834 messages are assigned to the regulatory class by both
the coder and the word model).

Words R D S T Grammar R D S T
Regulatory 834 44 3 5 886 Regulatory 802 46 31 7 886
Domain 23 167 0 1 191 Domain 39 147 4 1 191
Social 51 2 113 1 167 Social 75 9 81 2 167
Technical 1 1 0 34 36 Technical 8 2 2 24 36

909 214 116 411280 924 204 118 341280

Table 1.Classification of messages for coders (rows) and feature (columns) models: words (left),
grammar (right)

An example of interpreting the table is to look at the first row and the second col-
umn. 44 messages were coded as regulatory and classified as domain-oriented. Cohen’s
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kappa [4] can be used to quantify agreement between coders and the model. The for-
mula is:

κ =
A−D

N −D

HereA is agreement (sum of the values on the long diagonal),D is disagreement
(the other values) andN the total number of items scored. For the word modelκ =
0.88 which is considered as a good interrater reliability (> 0.8) in the social sciences.
κ = 0.79 for the grammar model.

There are several things to consider. The most important is that the difference be-
tween the classes is not well-defined. In general, the domain class is the most easy
to identify by humans as it, more or less by definition, requires the presence of some
domain specific terms. Acorrect classification of the other classes often depends on
reference to the previous messages which neither the human coders nor the classifier
had access to. Generally, the distinction between the regulatory and the social classes
is very subtle. Coders were instructed to classify a message as social when it contained
a positive or negative social term (“ok, continue” is regulatory, whereas “ok, nerd” is
social).

In Section 2 we hinted at the distinction betweendefiningpatterns in messages
and discoveringpatterns. Inspecting the two classification models makes it possible
to informally determine whether the approach we followed results in the automatic
discovery of patterns (terms or shallow grammars).

Some examples of terms discovered as “belonging” to a particular class (p> 0.8)
by the word model are:domain: mass, v (velocity), constant, collision, axis, increases;
regulatory: question, understand, wait, next, correct, try, look, ok, idea, seems, etc.;
social: stupid, fun, nerd, nice, hi;technical: mouse, window, program, pointer, logged.

Similarly, and perhaps surprisingly, the grammar model also discovers syntactic
structures that are significant for a single class. Examples for the domain class are:
“<nn>/<nn> ” (m/s), “<at> <nn> <vb> <jj> ” (the speed is larger) and for the
regulatory class “<vb> <pp> ” or “ <vb> <uh> ” for example are significant.

4 Application

In the previous sections we have described an approach to automatically classify ed-
ucational chat messages as regulatory, domain-oriented, social and technical. The ap-
proach can be used to assist researchers with their analysis. A slightly more ambitious
application is to provide learners with real-time adaptive feedback on their behaviour.
One idea is to display an avatar of the learner which dynamically depicts theratios of
messages classified. Such avatars could increase learner awareness, for example by pro-
viding “subtle” hints to learners that they should focus more on the domain. provides
an example.

The correspondence between the avatars and the classification is as follows: body
(regulatory), head (domain), arms (social) and legs (technical). The learner avatar on
the left in Fig. 1 has a large body and a small head, indicating s/he chats too little about
the domain. In contrast, the avatar on the right chats more about the domain and uses
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Fig. 1. Learner avatars derived from the classification

fewer regulatory messages. Note that we are mainly interested in the ratio of domain
and regulative messages. Both technical and social messages can be considered off-task.

Others have used simple measures, for example the number of chat messages as an
indicator of participation. The avatars provide a more sophisticated form of feedback:
an indication of what the learners are discussing in the learning environment.

5 Discussion and conclusions

Results suggest that the classification of messages is reasonably reliable and can be done
automatically and in real-time. We believe that this provides an interesting opportunity
to improve learning environments.

Several practical issues remain. The most important one is the ability of the classifier
to “understand” a message as it is typed. As mentioned in Section 2.1 the data we used
was extremely noisy and automatic noise correction appears beyond the state of the art.
The implication is that learners have to be teased to type more carefully. Another issue is
that the method requires key (domain) terms of the learning environment are understood
by the avatar. For most inquiry learning environments these terms are known in advance
and they can be given an estimated conditional probability if not enough training data
for the model is available. We do not expect a large difference in the vocabulary or
grammar for regulatory messages. A cursory analysis of chat data from another learning
environment confirms this.

An alternative to the automatic classification of messages is the manual definition
of terms and syntactic patterns. We have investigated this by developing an ontology of
terms related to each of the four classes and syntactic patterns (mainly for the regulatory
class). The outcome of the word and grammar models can be used to further refine
these “semantic” classifications. A formal evaluation of the manual approach is hardly
possible as many chat messages don’t match any of the terms or patterns. The avatars,
however, exhibit similar shapiness for both the manual and automatic approaches.

In this paper we have considered chat messages in isolation. To understand the
meaning of the communication this is clearly not sufficient. In several cases, even for
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our four classes, a message can only be classified correctly when the previous messages
are taken into account. For example, “4, I think” could be domain oriented when “4”
refers to a value of a variable and regulatory when it refers to an answer. The analysis
of sequences of chat messages, for example [21] who used Hidden Markov Models
to analyse already coded chats, in combination with semantic analysis is therefore a
possible direction for a more detailed understanding of chat content.

We conclude that the application of data mining methods to educational chat data
is feasible. For this paper we have restricted ourselves to the analysis of the chats only,
in the future we plan to also look at the relation between what learners are saying and
what they are doing in the learning environment.
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A Part-of-speech tags

The part-of-speech tags used by the grammar model are based on the guidelines of the
Penn Treebank project for English [19].

at article pn pronoun
cc coordinating conjunction pp personal pronoun
cd cardinal number ppd possessive pronoun
dt determiner rb adverb
in preposition uh interjection
jj adjective vb verb
nn noun wp interrogative pronoun
od ordinal number
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Abstract.  Nowadays modeling user’s preferences is one of the most 
challenging tasks in e-learning systems that deal with large volumes of 
information. The growth of on-line educational resources including 
encyclopaedias, repositories, etc., has made it crucial to “filter” or “sort” the 
information shown to the student, so that he/she can make a better use of it. To 
find out the student’s preferences, a commonly used approach is to implement a 
decision model that matches some relevant characteristics of the learning 
resources with the student’s learning style. The rules that compose the decision 
model are, in general, deterministic by nature and never change over time. In 
this paper, we propose to use adaptive machine learning algorithms to learn 
about the student’s preferences over time. First we use all the background 
knowledge available about a particular student to build an initial decision model 
based on learning styles. This model can then be fine-tuned with the data 
generated by the student’s interactions with the system in order to reflect more 
accurately his/her current preferences.  

1   Introduction 

Student modeling is the process whereby an adaptive learning system creates and 
updates a student model by collecting data from several sources implicitly (observing 
user’s behaviour) or explicitly (requesting directly from the user). Traditionally, most 
of student modeling systems have been limited to maintain assumptions related with 
student’s knowledge (acquired during evaluation activities) not paying too much 
attention to student’s preferences.  However, over the last years the growth of on-line 
educational data (encyclopaedias, repositories of learning resources, etc.) has made it 
necessary to “filter” or “sort” the information shown to the student, so he/she can 
make a better use of it.  Since one of the first works in e-learning that suggested the 
use of learning styles for determining the student’s preferences regarding multimedia 
materials [1], this research direction has been getting more and more attention.  

Learning styles can be defined as the different ways a person collects, processes 
and organizes information. It is a fact that different people learn differently: some 
people tend to learn by doing, whereas others tend to learn concepts; some of them 
like better written text and/or spoken explanations, whereas others prefer learning by 
visual information (pictures, diagrams, etc).  On the other hand, different learning 
resources can explain the same concept by implementing different learning activities 
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in different multimedia formats.  For example, a geometric theorem proof can be 
supported by a static text that describes this proof, or by an animation that explains 
this proof step by step. For a student who prefers visual representation, this proof 
should be presented as an animation. On the contrary, for a student who prefers verbal 
presentation the proof should be presented as a text. Thus, the student’s learning style 
can influence the student’s preferences for a particular learning resource. Therefore, 
an e-learning system could use the favourite learning style of a particular student to 
select the more interesting resources.  

Students’ learning styles can be acquired using one of existing psychometric 
instruments. Then, some decision rules are defined to establish the matches between 
learning styles and educational materials. Following this idea, some educational 
hypermedia systems have implemented several learning style models in order to better 
adapt their educational resources to their users:  AES-CS [4] implements the Witkin’s 
Field Dependent/ Field Independent Model to adapt the amount of control (program 
vs. learner), instructional support, navigational tools and feedback to assessment 
questions in Multimedia Technology Systems; INSPIRE [5] implements the Honey 
and Mumford model to adapt the method and order of presentation of multiple types 
of educational resources within educational material pages; iWeaver [6] implements 
the Dunn and Dunn model to adapt navigation and content presentation in an adaptive 
hypermedia system; TANGOW/WOTAN [7], WHURLE [8], CS383 [1] implement 
the Felder and Silverman model to adapt content presentation to the student. 

However, as argued in [9]: “There are no proven recipes for the application of 
learning styles in adaptation”. In our opinion, this happened due to several issues:  
First, the information about the learning style acquired by psychometric instruments 
encloses some grade of uncertainty (it is very difficult to identify how a person 
learns). In spite of it all, in the majority of implemented approaches the assumptions 
about the student’s learning style, once acquired, are no longer updated in the light of 
new evidences obtained from the student’s interactions with the system. Second, the 
rules that match a learning style with a learning resource included in the decision 
models do not change either. This means that once the rules are defined, they are kept 
fixed, even when student behaviour might suggest that something could be wrong 
with these assumptions. Thus, the model is used for adaptation but it is unable to 
adapt itself in the light of new information. 

But it could be the case that, during the interaction with the system, the student 
could change his/her preferences for another kind of learning resource that no longer 
matches with his/her inferred learning style. The problem of changes of the users’ 
preferences is known as concept drift and has been discussed in several works about 
the use of machine learning for user modeling [10][11]. Concept drift can occur either 
because the acquired learning style information needs to be adjusted or because the 
student simply changes his/her preferences. In these scenarios, adaptive decision 
models, capable of better fitting the current student’s preferences, are desirable.  

There are other adaptive e-learning systems that model student’s preferences using 
machine learning techniques, like MANIC [12], where the student’s learning style is 
not directly used, but it is approached by the student’s preferences concerning the 
type of media, the instructional type and the level of abstraction of the content 
objects. The tutor learns the student’s preferences via machine learning by observing 
which objects he/she shows or hides (a stretch-text technique is used to adapt the 
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presentation). A Naïve Bayes classifier (NB) [17] predicts whether a student will want 
certain content objects. Those objects predicted as “wanted” will be shown to the 
user, while the others will not be shown.    

The main difference between our approach and other related approaches is that we 
try to adapt and fine-tune the initial acquired information about the student’s learning 
style and preferences by observing the student’s interactions with the system (these 
observations provide the training examples that we attempt to incorporate to the 
current decision model).  The rationale is as follows: we use all the background 
knowledge available to build an initial learning style model and decision model for 
each particular student. We design the learning style model using a Dynamic 
Bayesian Network (DBN) [13] (the structure and parameters are elicited a priori) that 
represents the Felder-Sylverman Learning Style Model (FSLSM) [2]. The initial 
beliefs about the learning styles can be acquired explicitly if the student chooses to 
answer to the Index of Learning Style Questionnaire (ILSQ) [3], otherwise, in the 
absence of information, a uniform distribution is used. Then, the student’s selections 
are set as evidences in the DBN, triggering the evidence propagation mechanism and 
getting up-to-date beliefs for the learning styles. For the decision model, we use a 
model based on Bayesian Network Classifiers (BNC) [14] that represents the matches 
between learning styles and learning resources in order to decide if a resource is  
interesting to a student or not. We learn an initial classifier (structure and parameters) 
from data randomly generated by some pre-defined rules When the student selects a 
resource (and eventually gives feedback) we will incorporate this information to the 
model so that the latest observations are always more important than the oldest ones, 
thus reflecting more accurately the current preferences. Moreover, our decision model 
is adaptive in the sense that it is capable of adapting quickly to any change of the 
student’s preferences. If a concept drift is observed, the model is adapted accordingly. 
This proposal is an improvement of the approach proposed in [15], where the learning 
style once acquired was no more refined and the decision model was modelled using 
an adaptive NB classifier. In this current proposal we use a DBN for modeling 
learning styles and a 2-DBC [16] classifier to initialize the decision model.  

In the rest of the paper, we first explain the whole process aimed at selecting the 
learning resources to be shown to the student each time he/she makes a topic 
selection. Next, we explain the design of the learning style model and the decision 
model. Finally, we conclude with a summary and a description of ongoing and future 
work. 

2   Selecting the Suitable Learning Resources 

This paper is focused on the definition of the learning style model and the decision 
model that will be explained later in the following sections. But, for a better 
understanding on how these two models are used for adapting to the user’s 
preferences, we first explain the whole process aimed at selecting the suitable learning 
resources for a given topic according to the student’s characteristics (knowledge 
level, learning style and preferences) and the characteristics of the resources 
(learning activities and multimedia format).  
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Fig. 1 The selection of learning resources task 

The whole process is shown in Fig. 1, and is performed according to the following 
steps: 
• Filtering: when a student selects a topic we apply some deterministic filtering 

rules to obtain the learning resources for this topic. This filtering process is 
performed according to the matches between the resource’s difficulty level and 
the student’s knowledge level.  

• Prediction: using the current decision model, each filtered resource is classified 
as ‘appropriate’ or ‘not appropriate’ for the student. With this purpose, examples 
including the learning style features (obtained from the learning style model) and 
the resource’s characteristics are automatically generated and classified by the 
decision model. As a result the set of available resources is partitioned into these 
two classes. 

• Decision: since the classifier returns probabilities, all the resources of the same 
class can be ranked. Then, a document is sent to the student including two 
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separated ranked lists: Resources suggested for study (those classified as 
appropriate) and Other resources for study (those classified as not appropriate).  

• Adaptation: when the student selects a resource in one of the two lists we assume 
that this resource is interesting to the student not by its content (since all the 
shown resources must explain the same concept), but by the learning activity and 
the multimedia format that this resource represents (each learning resource 
implements a learning activity in a multimedia format).  Moreover, the user can 
explicitly rank a resource in order to obtain some confidence levels about how 
much does she/he like it. This way we can obtain a new labelled example that can 
be used to adapt both the learning style model and the decision model, 
accordingly.  

3   The Learning Style Model 

We have adopted the Felder-Sylverman Learning Style Model, since it is one of the 
more successful models and has been implemented in many e-learning systems. We 
use a DBN1 to model the learning styles. A new time slice is instantiated whenever 
new evidences about the preferences of the student arrive (student’s selections).  Fig. 
2 shows two time slices of a high level description of this DBN. The shaded node 
represents a random variable for which evidence is available to update the student 
model at a given time slice. We consider that the student’s learning style influences 
the student’s preferences and these preferences influence the student’s selections. 
Besides, current preference for the learning resources depends on the previous 
preference.  

Student
Selection 

ti 

Student
Preferences 

ti+1 

Learning
Style

Student
Selection 

Student
Preferences 

Learning
Style

 
Fig. 2 DBN for modeling learning styles 

We initialize this model with the scores obtained by the student in the ILSQ. Then, 
the student’s selections are set as evidences in the DBN, triggering the evidence 
propagation mechanism and getting up-to-date beliefs for the learning styles. That 

                                                           
1 A DBN is a model to describe a system that is dynamically changing or evolving over time. 

This model enables users to monitor and update the system as time proceeds. 
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makes it possible to refine the initial values for the student’s learning style, becoming 
more confident as the student interacts with the system. 

4   The Decision Model 

The decision model helps to determine whether a given resource is appropriate for a 
specific learning style or not. This model uses a BNC and its behaviour is quite 
similar to a content-based recommender system2.  The information about the resource 
(the item to recommend) and the user’s learning style (the user’s features) are 
presented to the classifier as input, having as output a probability that represents the 
appropriateness of the resource for this student (or how interesting the item is for this 
user).  There are two issues that are crucial in the definition of the decision model. 
First, the cold-start problem, which is the problem of obtaining the data to build the 
initial model. Second, the procedure for updating the model in the light of new data.   

 To build the initial model, the system’s authors must firstly establish the rules to 
match learning styles with the resource’s characteristics in order to determine which 
resources are more appropriate to a particular learning style. In this implementation 
these rules are extracted from Table 1. We consider 6 learning activities (Lesson 
Objective, Simulation, Conceptual Map, Synthesis, Explanation and Example) and 6 
multimedia formats (Text, Image, Audio, Video, Animation and Hypertext).  

Table 1 Learning Resource Components and FSLSM 

a.  Learning Activities 
 VIS VER SEN INT SEQ GLO ACT REF 

Lesson Objective         
Simulation         
Conceptual Map         
Synthesis         
Explanation         
Example         

b. Multimedia Formats 
 VIS VER SEN INT SEQ GLO ACT REF 

Text         
Image         
Audio         
Video         
Animation         
Hypertext         
 
 

                                                           
2 A recommender system tries to present to the user the information items he/she is interested 

in. To do this the user's profile is compared to some reference characteristics. These 
characteristics may be from the information item (the content-based approach) or the user's 
social environment (the collaborative filtering approach). 
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After that, the predefined matching rules are used to generate some training 
examples. The examples are described through 6 attributes: the first four represent the 
student’s learning style and the last two represent the learning resource. The possible 
values for each attribute are presented in Table 2.  For instance, the example 
1,4,3,1,6,5,1 means that a student, with a strong preference for VISUAL, a moderate 
preference for INTUITIVE, a mild preference for SEQUENTIAL and a strong preference for 
ACTIVE, likes a resource implementing the learning activity EXAMPLE in the format 
ANIMATION. Finally, the generated examples can be used to learn the model that gives 
the minimum error rate, that is, to find the best classifier. Therefore, the acquired 
information about the student’s learning style helps us to initialize the decision model.  

Table 2. Establishing the Attributes and their Possible Values 

Attributes Values 

Input 
visualStrong (1); visualModerate (2); inputMild (3); 
verbalModerate (4);  verbalStrong (5) 

Perception sensingStrong (1); sensingModerate (2); perceptionMild (3);  
intuitiveModerate (4);  intuitiveStrong (5) 

Understanding sequentialStrong (1);  sequentialModerate (2); undertandingMild (3); 
globalModerate (4); globalStrong (5) 

Processing activeStrong (1);  activeModerate (2); processingMild (3); 
reflectiveModerate (4); reflectiveStrong (5) 

Learning 
Activity 

LessonObjective (1); Simulation (2); ConceptualMap (3); Synthesis (4); 
Explanation (5); Example (6) 

Multimedia 
Format 

Text (1); Image (2); Audio (3); Video (4); Animation (5); Hypertext (6) 

Class Appropriate (1);  Not_ appropriate (0) 
 

We choose the class of k-Dependence Bayesian Classifiers (k-DBCs) [16] to 
represent our decision model. A k-DBC is a Bayesian Network, with a NB3 structure 
and that allows each attribute to have a maximum of k feature nodes as parents.  To 
define the initial model we carried out some experiments with the aim to select the 
best classifier among the BNCs belonging to the class of k-DBCs (varying k from 0 to 
5) that best fits the training examples generated from the pre-defined rules. We 
generated several datasets using an increasing number of instances (6250, 12500, 
18750, 25000 and 31250) and generated 10 samples for each setting.  For each 
dataset, all the possible learning styles are represented.  Since there are 4 attributes for 
the learning style and each one has 5 values, we obtain 54=625 different learning 
styles. We generated datasets with 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 examples for each learning 
style. The learning activity and the multimedia format were generated randomly and 
the obtained examples were classified accordingly to the rules extracted from Table 1. 

We then learn different models from the generated data: the NB and several k-
DBCs varying k from 1 to 5. To learn the k-DBCs, we apply, in conjunction with a 
score, a Hill Climbing procedure. In the experiments we use different scores 
(BAYES, MDL and AIC). Fig. 3 shows the errors obtained with each model and each 
score.  These results are the average value for the 10 samples of the 25000 examples 

                                                           
3 A NB is a Bayesian Network with a simple structure that has the class node as the parent node 

of all other feature nodes 
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(since with different sizes of datasets we obtain very similar results). The best model 
found was a 2-DBC using the BAYES score. As observed, from k>2 the accuracy 
does not improve significantly, which may indicate that we found a 2-degree of 
dependence in these domains. 

 
Fig. 3 Percentage of error with each model 

 The structure of the best model is shown in Fig 4.  In addition to the relationships 
between the class and the attributes, we found other dependences between the 
attributes. For instance, the dependences between the multimedia format and all the 
dimensions of the learning style; the dependence between the learning activity and 
almost all the dimensions of the learning style and the dependence between a 
dimension (Perception) and the learning activity. 

 

 

Appropriate 

Input Perception Understanding Processing Learning 
Activity

Multimedia 
Format 

 
Fig. 4 Initial decision model 

 
During the further interactions of the user with the system, the initial model is 

adapted using the data generated from the user behaviour. In order to compose the 
required examples with the correct class we need to obtain some feedback about how 
much does the student like/dislike a particular resource. In principle, there are two 
kinds of feedback: positive examples (items liked by the user) and negative examples 
(inferring features which the user is not interested in). We propose to obtain positive 
examples implicitly by observing the visited resources. However, obtaining a relevant 
set of negative examples is more difficult. To this aim we explicitly propose to the 
user to rate the resources (as very good, good, bad, and very bad). Whenever we 
obtain new labelled examples they can be used to update the model. Sequential 
updating of the parameters of BNs is straightforward: it only requires a simple scan 
through all the new examples in order to increment the frequency counters. 
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Nevertheless, we are very interested in adapting the model in such a way that the most 
recent observations gathered through relevance feedback represent the current user’s 
preferences better than the older ones. To this end, we currently work on the 
adaptation of the Iterative Bayes (IB) algorithm [18] for BNC to this particular task. 

IB performs an optimization process based on an iterative updating of the BN’s 
parameters. In each iteration, and for each example, the corresponding conditional 
probabilities are updated so as to increase the probability on the correct class. The 
rationale is as follows: given an example, an increment is computed and added to all 
the corresponding counters of the predicted class and proportionally subtracted from 
the counters of all the other classes. If an example is correctly classified then the 
increment is positive and equal to 1−P(predicted|X), otherwise it is negative. 
Experimental evaluation using a NB classifier showed consistent reductions of the 
error rate. But the most important characteristic of the IB is its ability to adapt the 
model to new data. It was proved in [15] that this ability is very useful to deal with 
concept drift scenarios.  

At the present we propose a modification of the IB algorithm. The main idea is to 
use the student’s ranks instead of the categorical class values for the adaptation 
procedure. We consider different increment values according to the quantitative 
differences between the observed class and the predicted class. For instance, if a 
learning resource is classified as appropriate with a high probability (very good) and 
the student ranks this learning resource as good, then we use an increment with a 
value greater than the value used when the student ranks this resource as very bad. 

5   Conclusions and Future Work 

In this paper we have presented an adaptive user model aimed at discovering the 
student’s preferences about the educational materials over time. This model is very 
suitable in e-learning systems that need to “filter” the great volumes of information 
available, so that their users can make a better use of it. To discover the user’s 
preferences we use the information about learning styles represented in the student’s 
learning style model (a DBN). The advantages of using a DBN is that this allows 
refining the initial beliefs acquired by the ILSQ by observing the student’s selections 
over time thus computing up-to-date learning style for each student. On the other 
hand, we use an adaptive BNC as the decision model for determining whether a given 
resource is appropriate for a specific learning style or not. We described the 
experiments carried out to obtain an initial model thus solving the cold-start problem. 
For each student we initialize the decision model from data generated from a set of 
rules that represents the matches between learning styles and multimedia resources. 
Each individual decision model is then adapted from the observations of the student’s 
selections and ranks over time. Moreover, the model is also able to adapt itself to 
changes in the student’s preferences. At the present we are working on the adaptation 
of the Iterative Bayes procedure and also on the implementation of some experiments 
to prove that our approach works properly.  
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Abstract. This paper describes a case study of the behavior of an online learner 
by visualizing log file records using a tool (learnogram) we developed. In this 
study, we chose a simple yet very intensive fully-online learning environment 
(for learning Hebrew vocabulary) and one student who uses it. With the help of 
brainstorming meetings with three education experts, fifteen learning variables 
were listed; some of them were formally defined and calculated. We conclude 
the paper with a discussion about the challenges this method raises and its great 
potential towards the development of adaptive Web-based learning 
environments. 

1   Introduction 

The Web nowadays is a firmly established (virtual) reality that offers unprecedented 
opportunities to education. Many modes of delivery of online learning exist (e.g. 
educational software, virtual courses, blended learning, electronic books), all 
providing accessibility to learning materials, facilitating communication among 
learners and tutors/peers, and possibly helping to improve the learning and teaching 
process. While using an online learning environment, learners leave continuous 
hidden traces of their activity in the form of log file records, which document every 
action taken by three parameters: what was the action taken, who took it and when. 
The main objective of the case study presented in this paper is to extract learning-
related variables from raw log files using Web mining techniques and a special 
visualization tool, learnogram. 

Web mining is a field consisting of data mining techniques that automatically 
discover and extract information from Web files. Massively used in e-commerce (e.g., 
in Amazon.com), Web mining is an emerging methodology also in education [1], and 
is a focal point of our research group for almost a decade [2]. 

The process of translating raw log files into meaningful information about the 
behavior of the online learner - a field not deeply explored yet - is significant, first 
and foremost, for understanding the essence of online learning. Having the ability to 
automatically identify learning-related information while the learning process occurs 
is meaningful for instructors, developers and policymakers. Therefore, the focus of 
this case study, which is part of a larger research which deals with applying Web 
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mining techniques in education, is on examining the method of extracting learning 
related variables by visualizing the raw log files data. 

2   Web Mining in Education 

The term Web mining (Web data mining), was first mentioned by Etzioni [3], who 
suggested that traditional data mining techniques for finding hidden patterns in huge 
databases, can be applied to Web-based information. Web mining is an emerging 
methodology in education research, assisting instructors and developers in improving 
learning environments and supporting decision-making of policymakers [4]. 

Models for applying usage mining as a research methodology in Education were 
suggested by Pahl [5] and Zaiane [6], although earlier research already discussed the 
potential of analyzing online courses using this method [7]. Regarding the differences 
between Web mining in Education and in e-commerce, Zaiane stated that the forlatter 
aims on transforming the surfer into a buyer while the former aims on transforming 
the learner into a more efficient learner. According to Pahl, usage mining of e-
learning is totally different from usage mining of e-commerce, since the learning 
process is far more complicated than the shopping process, and its cognitive aspects 
are much more difficult to track by means of log files. 

In order to describe the variety of applications of Web mining in educational 
research, we classify them into four categories according to the number of learners 
involved in the research (one learner or a group of learners) and the point of view the 
research takes (examining the learning process at its ending-point or throughout it). A 
detailed description of those categories is given in [8], and here we describe them 
briefly: a) Group view at the ending point of the learning process may render a bird's 
eye view of the Website's global usage patterns. The most common variable in Web 
mining research in education (and in general) under this category is the number of 
page views which counts the number of times a certain Webpage or the whole 
Website was entered (e.g., [9]); b) Group view of the whole learning process enables 
to understand the paths of navigation along the learning process, and may shed light 
on how these paths were formed (e.g., [10]); c) Individual view at the ending-point of 
the learning process may shed light on individual differences in learning-related 
variables, and may be of help in explaining variance among learners (e.g., [11]); d) 
Individual view of the whole process – the angle that the case study presented in this 
paper takes – is the mode that offers a qualitative picture of one learner throughout the 
learning process. Here, the main objective is an understanding of the learner behavior 
during the online learning process, by examining qualitative variables, such as time 
patterns manifested in an educational Website [12]. This way, analyzing the log files 
enables us to virtually view this learner, as if we were watching him from aside. The 
tool we develop – learnogram – promotes the understanding of the online learner’s 
behavior, by visualizing learning variables (see section Methodology). 

Although online learning has been massively researched, only little was explored 
regarding the online learner. This is of no surprise: traditional research methodologies 
can hardly cope with gathering of information about the distant online learner. Web 
mining techniques provide the researcher with the opportunity of collecting the 
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learners' traces, which are documented automatically and continuously. Web mining 
algorithms might enable the researcher to translate these traces into meaningful 
variables that describe the learning process of the online learners. This is an 
unprecedented challenge, and therefore it is the focal point of this research. 

3   The Online Learner 

The use of the Internet as an instructional tool is rapidly increasing, with millions of 
learners in the United States [13] and meaningful presence in Israel too [14, 15]. A 
variety of online learning modes is available, such as: fully-online courses, where 
most of content (usually more than 80%) is delivered online, and typically have no 
face-to-face meetings [16]; virtual learning communities, in which learners discuss 
relevant issues with peers and/or instructors and may conduct meaningful 
collaborative activities [17]; or blended learning, in which a combination of face-to-
face instruction and online attendance is offered [18]. 

The literature on online learning addresses, among other things, methods for 
constructing and managing an online course, ways of improving online teaching, and 
factors affecting success in online courses. But seldom light is shed on the perspective 
of the online learner, his or her cognitive characteristics and the affective aspects of 
his or her learning process [19]. 

Research about online learners' activity on the Web usually focuses on operational 
variables, with attempts to explain individual differences. For example, the variable 
"time pattern" (trying to measure the times during which the learner was active) was 
examined and found to be correlated with achievement [12]. Another variable is pace, 
which was found to be correlated with achievement, as well as being a stable learner's 
characteristic, independent of content [20]. The order of contents viewed was found to 
be related to thinking processes and learning modes involved in different parts of the 
online learning environment [21].  

Higher-level variables, describing the characteristics of learners' online learning 
process, may be found in a few studies. These are often divided into two groups: a) 
cognitive and metacognitive variables; and b) emotional and motivational variables 
[22, 23]. Attempts have also been made to find correlations between online learning 
characteristics and affective states of the learner [4, 24]. 

The objective of the case study presented in this article is to examine the method of 
extracting different kinds of learning related variables from the raw data documented 
in the log files, using learnograms – a visualization tool we developed. 

4   Methodology 

This article presents a case study of analyzing one student's log files from a specific 
learning environment (which will be presented in details in the next section). The 
main objective of this case study is to understand what kind of learning variables 
might be extracted from the raw log files, using learnograms. It is a part of a larger 
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research, aiming on exploring the essence of the online learning process of the online 
learner, using information stored in log files and Web mining techniques. 

4.1 Research Field 

A simple yet very intensive online learning unit was chosen as the research field. This 
fully-online environment, which focuses solely on Hebrew vocabulary, is accessible 
for students who take a (face-to-face) course preparing them for the Psychometric 
Entrance Exam. The material being taught in that online unit is not being taught in 
class and students who choose not to take the online unit acquaint it with a book. 

Log files of this environment document a large part of the activities available in the 
system (including client-side logging), therefore offering a broad view of the learners' 
activity. Each year, about 10,000 students (between the ages 18-25) from all over 
Israel enroll in these courses, and will potentially use the software. 

The system holds a database of around 5,000 words/phrases in Hebrew the student 
should learn. The modes of learning are varied: a) memorizing – the student browses a 
table of the words/phrases with their meaning, and tries to memorize it; b) practicing 
– the student browses the table to the words/phrases, and checks whether he or she 
knows their meaning. The student may ask for a hint or for the solution; c) searching 
– the student can search for specific words/phrases from the database; d) gaming – the 
student plays games which aim on teaching him or her the words/phrases in an 
experiential way; e) exam – the student takes self-exams which are built according to 
the real exam they would finally take. 

While using the different modes of learning, the student may mark each 
word/phrase as "well known", "not-well known" or "unknown". During the 
memorizing and practicing modes, the system presents to the student only those 
words which he or she didn't mark as "known". 

4.2 Learnograms 

The main tool that promotes our understanding of the online learner’s continuous 
behavior is the learnogram. It is inspired by the electrocardiograms (ECG), which 
charts heart activity. Just as the cardiologist examines ECG charts and is able to 
describe the patient's heart condition, we aim to understand the learning processes in 
which the online learner is involved, only by looking at his or her learnograms. 

Learnograms are visual representations of learning process-related variables over 
time. Looking at various learnograms, different aspects of the learning process will be 
evaluated, and therefore our main challenge is to develop learnograms to cope with 
difference levels of learning variables. Basic variables are directly derived from the 
log files (e.g. time, pace, order of contents viewed), high-level variables should be 
computed using them and transformed in order to represent both affective and 
cognitive patterns (e.g. learning strategy, efficiency, anxiety). 

In this case study, four basic variables were chosen, and their learnograms were 
generated: a) time – indicates the time during which the student was logged in to the 
system (this variable is binary and therefore only the active sessions are shown); b) 
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pace – indicates the pace of using the system by terms of actions (page visits) per 
minute; c) learning modes – indicates the learning mode (see 4.1 Research Field) in 
which the student visited; d) knowledge – indicates the number of words the student 
marked as known (see previous section). 

4.3 Procedure 

Log files from the learning environment were collected for the period of February-
April 2007. Among the students documented in these files, one student was randomly 
chosen, and learnograms reflecting his activity were generated. We will call that 
student Johnny. 

The learnograms of this student were presented to education experts (N=3) and 
brainstorming meetings with them were hold. Each learning variable was described in 
three levels: a) what does it measure; b) which basic variables relate to it; and c) how 
can it be calculated from the related basic ones. File analysis, learnogram drawings 
and learning variable computations were all done using Matlab. 

5 Results 

At the first stage, four learnograms were produced for the basic variables: time, pace, 
learning modes, knowledge (presented in Figure 1). Those learnograms were 
presented to the experts and served as the basis for the analysis of Johnny's behavior 
and for the formation of the learning variables. The learning variables (presented in 
this section in italic) are based on four types of analysis: a) direct analysis extracted 
from the four basic learnograms; b) computed (both scalars and non-scalars) learning 
variables which are calculated from the basic variables; c) non computable learning 
variables which are defined for Johnny, but their computation mechanism is not yet 
clear for the general case; d) higher-level variables, which are not well defined (yet). 
Following is a description of those four types of analysis regarding Johnny's activity. 

Direct Analysis 
An example to a direct analysis is given by examining the knowledge learnogram. It 
is obvious that Johnny's pace of words marking is not consistent during his learning 
period. This variable is quite linear from the beginning and until day 33, and then has 
two periods of almost zero value (i.e., no marking at all) - between days 35-48, 49-61 
- followed by a high value for some very short periods (zooming-in the time 
learnogram shows that these high values are a result of one session in both cases). In 
this manner, a lot can be learned from a direct observation of the learnograms about 
the learner's behavior without any computation. 

Computed Learning Variables 
Following is an example of several scalar computed learning variables. Total time of 
being on-line is calculated by summating the overall session durations (given by the 
basic variable time), and for Johnny its value is 5 hours and 20 minutes. (A session is 
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a time segment from log-in to log-out; we will not discuss time-out issues in this 
article). Number of sessions is an obvious variable related to the former, and for 
Johnny its value is 107. Having the session durations, we may obtain Johnny's 
average session duration, which is 3.3 minutes (σ=4.6, longest session was 19.3 
minutes). Further examination of Johnny's time basic learnogram may hint us about 
his average hour of session starting. Zooming-in this learnogram, it is clear that most 
of his activity is centered on the second half of the day (noon to midnight), and a 
formal calculation gives that the average starting hour is 4pm (σ=4.25), i.e. Johnny is 
an afternoon type of learner. 
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Figure 1 - Johnny's basic learnograms: learning modes, pace, time, knowledge 

 
As opposed to the scalar variables, looking at the learnogram of the basic variable 

learning modes we have defined five non-scalar variables to measure the extension to 
which each learning mode is being used. They were named cumulative activity of 
[memorizing, practicing, searching, gaming, taking exams]. Each of those variables is 
a vector of the same length of the four basic variables consisting of numbers 
representing the relevant page hits. Therefore, these variables may be visualized using 
learnograms which are not a basic, but rather computed from basic variables. In 
Figure 2, two of those learnograms are shown. We may observe that the pace of the 
exam activity is quite consistent during the whole learning period, i.e., Johnny uses 
this mode of learning in the same intensity all over the course. However, the 
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searching activity is not consistent and Johnny uses it mainly between days 1-23, 47-
65, while in between there is almost no searching activity. 
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Figure 2 – cumulative exam (top) and search (bottom) activity of Johnny 

Non Computable Learning Variables 
Johnny's strategy of learning is an example to a variable which we cannot formally 
describe its calculation mechanism (yet). It is based on already defined and calculated 
variables. We may see that between days 35-48 Johnny increases his pace of activity 
in memorizing (days 35-39) and in practicing (days 38-45). Between days 49-61, 
Johnny simultaneously increases his pace of activity in these two modes (days 52-65). 
Within those two periods, the pace of gaming and taking exams almost doesn't change 
while the searching pace is dramatically slowing down. The searching pace is 
increasing again towards the end of those two periods and right after them, when 
Johnny's pace of words marking is dramatically increasing. The average pace of 
activity during days 35-65 is higher than the average pace during the days 1-35. That 
is, Johnny's strategy of learning has been dramatically changed during his learning 
period. First, he chose to mark words as an integral part of the overall activity, but 
later he chose a totally different strategy of separating the words marking session 
from the other activities. According to this new strategy, he uses the system for 12-13 
days during which he focuses on memorizing and practicing and barely marks known 
words. Afterwards, he devotes an extensive session to words marking during which 
he heavily uses the search engine. 

Given the change of strategy, we may suggest that Johnny had three different sub-
periods during his learning period, which may be entitled: initial contact (days 1-7, 
characterized by overall low activity), acquaintance and experience (days 9-32, 
marking words while using the different modes and by overall low pace of activity), 
and utilization (days 35-65, a significant change in the learning strategy). This 
partition, based on learning variables defined and measured, gives a very interesting 
picture of Johnny's behavior (and changes of it) during the learning period. 
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Higher-Level Variables 
The real challenge of this work is to find out higher-level educational variables, based 
on the previously described variables. For example, the strategy adopted by Johnny 
for the third sub-period may lead us to the understanding of some higher-level 
learning variables. It is possible that Johnny has an internal locus of learning control 
(a term that should remind the locus of control [25]), i.e. he doesn't need the system to 
continuously adapt itself according to his own words marking, but rather prefers his 
own control on it. Furthermore, the change of strategy during Johnny's learning period 
may hint that his motivation to improve his vocabulary is high, and therefore he 
improves his way of using the system. This may tell us that Johnny has some measure 
of learning about his own learning and that he might have gone through a reflection 
process about his own learning somewhere between days 32-35. These four learning 
variables are still not well defined hence have no computation algorithm. Automating 
their evaluation process will be possible upon understanding their components. 

6 Discussion 

Web mining - a field consisting of data mining techniques for discovering and 
extracting information from Web files - is an emerging methodology also in 
education. Although many researches have been done in this area, only few may be 
categorized as analyzing the individual learner's behavior during the whole learning 
process (for the full categorization, see [8]). For doing this, we developed the 
learnogram, a visual representation of learning process-related variables over time. 
Learnograms may present basic variables directly derived from the log files, as well 
as higher-level variables based on previously already defined variables. 

The case study presented here demonstrates the method of using the learnograms 
for understanding the behavior of an individual learner over time. This case study of 
only one student using one particular Web-based learning environment demonstrates 
the challenges in our current larger research: 
1. Define and compute as many learning variables as possible. We focus on the most 

important variables reflecting the online learners' behavior from the educational 
point of view. For doing this, we will conduct some further case studies. Variables 
should be well defined and present with a clear computation mechanism. Since the 
basic variables are the basis for the other variables, they should be examined and 
might be changed. However, we feel that the basic variables defined here 
(excluding knowledge) are quite straightforward and essential for any analysis. 

2. Describe the learning variables distribution over large populations. The learning 
variables may help us with identifying individual differences between online 
learners, hence stepping forward to a better understanding of the essence of the 
online learning of different learners. For implementing this and the former 
challenge, we do need some better visualization tools. 

3. Extract high-level learning patterns. Having in hand a list of well-defined and 
computable learning variables, we may extract higher-level (e.g., meta-cognitive, 
affective) learning patterns. Our way of doing it will be by using advanced 
statistical methods (e.g., Cluster Analysis, Decision Trees) in order to identify 
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interesting patterns in those variable expressions over large learner populations 
(i.e., the patterns will be of variables and not of learners). 

4. Evaluate the transferability of this methodology. For many applications of this 
research, we will have to make sure the whole process – from the learnograms 
presentation and till the high-level variables clustering – is transferable to any 
Web-based learning environment. This might require a formal system-independent 
description of this methodology to be evaluated by other researchers. 

5. Outline ethical and legal principles. The online learner may be unaware that 
private information is continuously being traced and recorded, stored and analyzed 
using implicit methods. We are intending to shed light on those concerns, in order 
to present with some appropriate solutions (for researchers, as well as for learners, 
online learning system developers and policymakers). 

 
As reported in this paper, we are at the beginning of a long way. The cardiologist 

examining the patient's ECG may easily identify cardiac behavior. We are still very 
far from bringing this ordinary procedure to the online learning realm. We do believe 
that coping with this challenge will enable instructors to identify learning behavior of 
their students. Moreover, this kind of identification may be supported by the system, 
hence stepping forward towards adaptive Web based learning environments. 
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Abstract. One of the main problems with Adaptive Educational Hypermedia
Systems (AEHS) is that is very difficult to test whether adaptation decisions are
beneficial for all the students or some of them would benefit from a different
adaptation. Data mining techniques can provide support to overcome, to a certain
extent, this problem. This paper proposes the use of these techniques for detecting
potential problems of adaptation in AEH systems. The proposed method searches
for symptoms of these problems (called anomalies) through log analysis and tries
to interpret the findings. Currently, a decision tree technique is being used for the
task.

1 Motivation

Whenever possible, learning systems should consider individual differences among stu-
dents. Students can have different interests, goals, previous knowledge, cultural back-
ground or learning styles, among other personal features. These features should be con-
sidered in order to improve and ease the learning process for each individual. In this
sense, Adaptive Educational Hypermedia (AEH) Systems [1] are able to automatically
guide students, recommending them the most suitable teaching activities according to
their personal features and needs. AEH systems have been successfully used in different
contexts, and many on-line educational systems have been developed (e.g., AHA! [2],
Interbook [3], TANGOW [4], WHURLE [5], NavEx [6] and QuizGuide [7]).

Even though AEH Systems have shown improvements over non-adaptive technol-
ogy, they have not been used in real educational environments as much as its potential
and effectiveness may suggest. The main obstacle to a wider adoption of AEH technol-
ogy is the difficulty on creating and testing adaptive courses. One of the main problems
is that teachers should analyze how adaptation is working for different student profiles.
In most AEH systems, a teacher defines rather small knowledge modules and rules to
relate these modules, and the system selects and organizes the material to be presented
to every student depending on the student profile. Because of this dynamic organiza-
tion of educational resources, the teacher cannot look at the ”big picture” of the course
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structure easily, as it can potentially be different for each student and many times it also
depends on the actions taken by the student at runtime. In this sense, teachers would
benefit from methods and tools specially designed to support development and evalua-
tion of adaptive systems.

Due to their own nature, AEH systems collect records with the actions done by
every student while interacting with the adaptive course. Log files provide good oppor-
tunities for applying web usage mining techniques with the goal of providing a better
understanding on the student behavior and needs, and also how the adaptive course is
fulfilling them.

With this intention, our effort is centered on helping authors to improve courses.
For this reason we propose a life-cycle of an adaptive course. It is composed bycourse
delivering system, data mining tools, authoring tool, and theinstructor or evaluator
(it can be the same person or not). The first step in this cycle is for the instructor to
develop a course with an authoring tool and to load it in a course delivering system. The
following step is testing the course with a group of students. Afterwards, the instructor
can examine the interaction of the students with the system (log-files) with the aid of
data mining tools. These tools help the instructor to detect possible failures or weak
points of the course and, moreover, propose suggestions for improving the course. The
instructor can follow these suggestions and make the corresponding modifications to the
course through the authoring tool and load the course in the course delivering system
again. Therefore, the instructor can improve the course on each cycle. However, the
resulting data of applying data mining tools are pretty difficult to analyze. For this
reason, it is a good idea to develop a method that helps the instructor or author to analyze
data. This method is proposed in this paper. It consists of using data mining techniques
and, more specifically, decision trees, to assist on the development of AEH courses,
particularly on the evaluation and improvement phase. When analyzing the behavior
of a number of students using an AEH system, the author does not only need to find
“weak points” of the course, but also needs to consider how these potential problems
are related with the student profiles. For example, finding out that 20% of the students
failed a given exercise is not the same as knowing that more that 80% of the students
with profile “English”, “novice” failed it. In this case, the goal of our approach is not
only to extract information about the percentage of students that failed the exercise but,
moreover, to describe the features the students who failed it have in common.

In order to show a practical use of the method, synthetic user data are analyzed.
These data are generated by Simulog [8], a tool able to simulate student behavior by
generating log files according to specified profiles. It is even possible to define certain
problems of the adaptation process that logs would reflect. In that way, it is possible to
test this approach, showing how the method will support teachers when dealing with
student data.

This paper is organized as follows: the next section describes related work in Data
Mining applied to e-Learning; section three proposes a method for detecting adaptation
problems in e-Learning environments; the fourth section shows two examples in which
the method of the previous section is tested; and the last section exposes the conclusions
and future work.
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2 State of the art

Many works can be found related with e-Learning and Data Mining areas in the last
years. For example, Becker and Marquardt (2004) [9] use sequence analysis with the
goal of finding patterns that reveal the paths followed by the students. Merceron and
Yacef (2005) [10] proposed to use decision trees to predict student marks on a formal
evaluation. They also used association rules to find frequent errors while solving exer-
cises in a course about formal logic. Pardos et al. (2006) [11] used network bayesian for
predicting the score obtained of a student in an activity. Ng Cheong et al. (2006) [12]
proposed to analyze interaction-logs with analysis cluster. With this analysis they de-
termined typical errors of students in ”Object Oriented Programming” subject. Romero
et al. (2006) [13] proposed to use sequential patterns for recommending the next links
to be shown to a student who is following an adaptive course of the AHA! system.
Further information can be found in a very complete survey developed by Romero and
Ventura [14]; it provides a good review of the main works (from 1995 to 2005) using
data mining techniques in e-Learning environments, both for adaptive and non-adaptive
systems.

3 Proposed method

AEH systems use a model of the student to adapt the material presented and the nav-
igation support to the student features. In this way, a student is characterized by the
dimensions of her student model. Attributes included on the student model are differ-
ent for different AEH systems and even for different courses of the same system, and
they can include, for example: previous knowledge, language, age, and learning styles,
among others. If for a given adaptive course relevant attributes are, for instance, pre-
vious knowledge, language and age, the model or profile for a concrete student can
contain{“advanced”, “English” and “young”}.

Typically adaptive systems comprise some codification about how contents and nav-
igation must be adapted to different student profiles. In a general way this information
is coded throughadaptation rules. According to these rules, each student can follow a
different path of activities in an adaptive course, where a path is the sequence of activi-
ties visited by the student. From the teacher point of view, one of the main problems is
to know if certain paths followed by the students reached successful results with more
probability than others paths. In other words, it is possible that certain paths largely
increase the possibilities of failure. Another problem is to know if these paths are re-
lated to a specific profile or, on the contrary, they represent a problem not related to the
adaptation but with the course in general.

A possible way of searching for problems in the adaptation rules is findingsymp-
toms of bad adaptationin the user interactions with the adaptive system. In this work,
we start from the assumption that problems related to the adaptation will be detected
through these symptoms. Because user interactions are record on logs, a natural ap-
proach is to apply data mining, and more specifically web mining, techniques in order
to find these symptoms. This approach is used in this paper for proposing a method for
analyzing if the generated adapted course structure is appropriated for all student pro-
files. Therefore, our effort is centered on finding symptoms, inside the logs files, that
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indicate bad adaptation of the system. In the case study, the symptoms considered are
failures in a given test. This method is described in the following lines:

– Select the entries in which the type of activity is practical activity or test. It is
important that all entries must contain an indicator of success or failure of each
activity. This phase is namedcleaning phase.

– Apply the algorithm of decision trees C4.5 [15] with the following parameters:
• Parameters: variables of student model,name of activityvariable, andindicator

of successvariable. This indicator shows if a student pass a given practical
activity or test, and two values are possible for this variable:yesor no. A value
yesindicates that the score the student got is higher than the minimum required
(and specified by the teacher). Otherwise its value isno.

• Variable of classification:indicator of successvariable.
– The resulting decision tree contains nodes for each parameters. In other words,

it can be one node for each variable of student model, and one node forname
of activity variable3. The leaves of the tree contain the values of the variable of
classification,indicator of success.

– Select the leaves in whichindicator of successvariable has valueno. In this method
only these leaves are important because they indicate that many students failed a
given activity.

– Analyze each path from the previous selected leaves to the root of the tree. For each
path two steps are necessary:
• Find in the path the node with the name of activity and store it. The problems

in the adaptation are closely related to this activity.
• Find in the path the values of the student profile.

The following section shows how can be applied this method.

4 Examples

In this section two examples are presented. For these examples two tools were used:
Simulog andWeka4. Simulog, was developped in the context of this project [8], is a
tool that simulates the log-files with symptoms of bad adaptation inside them of several
student profiles. A symptom of bad adaptation is for example, most of the students with
profile novice=experience fail a given practical activity. The first step in Simulog is to
load the course description. Afterwards it can be specified the types of student profiles
and the percentage of these profiles, the number of students to be generated, the average
time that a student spent with a activity, and the symptom of bad adapation. Simulog
reads the course description and, based on a randomly generated student profile, re-
produces the steps that a student with this profile would take in the adaptive course.
For the following examples, log files are generated for a well documented course on
traffic rules[16]. The other tool, Weka [17], is a free software project composed by a

3 In the fig. 1 it can be shown that there are three nodes,language, experienceandage, corre-
sponding to the student profile, and one nodeactivity , corresponding to thename of activity.

4 Weka home: http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ ml/weka/index.html
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collection of machine learning algorithms for solving real-world data mining problems.
For the first example, 240 students are been simulated and for the second example 480
students are been simulated. The profiles of all simulated students are determinated by
the following parameters:

– Language: Spanish (35%), English (32,5%), German (32,5%).
– Experience: novice (50%), advanced (50%).
– Age: young (50%), old (50%).

These parameters indicate that 35% of the simulated students speak Spanish and
the rest 65% speak English or German. The percent of novice students is 50% and
for advanced students is the same. The proportion of students that are young is 50%
and for old students 50%. For example, a generated profile can be (Spanish; novice;
young). In other words, students with this profile are young, speak Spanish and have
novice experience.

A entry of a log file in TANGOW follows this format:<user-id, age, language,
experience, activity, complete, grade, action, activityType, activityTime, syntheticTime,
success>. Each entry belongs to an action of the student at a given point in time. Where
variables user-id, age, language and experience form a student profile. The variable
activity contains the activity name, complete indicates how much the student has com-
pleted the activity, variable grade stores the activity mark of the student, action is the ac-
tion executed by the student (START-SESSION, FIRSTVISIT, LEAVE-COMPOSITE,
LEAVE-ATOMIC)5, activityType indicates the type of activity (Theoretical, practical),
activityTime stores the time the student spent in the activity, syntheticTime stores the
time when the student starts interacting with the activity, and success indicates whether
the activity is considered successful or not.

4.1 Example 1

In this example we studied data on 240 students generated by Simulog, corresponding to
following symptom of bad adaptation: 70% of students with profilelanguage=“Spanish”,
experience=“novice”, age=“young” fail theS Ag Exer activity.

According to the previous method, the first step (cleanning phase) was to clean the
data. It consists of removing from logs the records that are not necessary for the mining
phase. Cleaning in this case, is both important and necessary for the size of data as a
whole, and consequently, for the speed and accuracy with which results are obtained.
With this intention, the records with action different of LEAVE-ATOMIC were elim-
inated. Afterwards the records with type of activity different of “P” (test or exercise
activities) were eliminated also. Therefore, the final set of records for analizing con-
tained 960 records. This task is adequate for all data mining processes that contain data
that do not supply information for pattern construction. The second step is to generate
the decision tree (j48 with 0.256 of confidence factor). The figure 1 shows the obtained
decision tree. The last step is to find the node activity and the profile, and it is described
as follows:

5 For this work only is important LEAVE-ATOMIC meaning a student leave an atomic activity
(more details in [18]).

6 This confidence factor is a good value for prunning and for avoiding the overfitting.
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Fig. 1. Decision tree in the example 1

– Only it is found in the tree one leaf with the value no. This leaf has 77% of well
classified instance, and this proportion is significant. The value of node activity
for this leaf is again SAg Exer. The profile is formed by age=“young”, experi-
ence=“novice”, language=“Spanish”.

Therefore, this tree indicates that a great number of the students who speak Spanish,
who have novice experience and who are young had many failures in the SAg Exer
activity. It is important to highlight that in this example the tree has a high percentage
of well classified instances. This fact is due to absence of randomness effect in variable
grade when a student is not related to the symptom of bad adaptation. In this case, these
students always pass the activity.

4.2 Example 2

In this last example data from 480 students were studied, generated by Simulog with
two symptoms of bad adaptation and randomness effect in the variable grade. Therefore,
in this example there are two sources of noise, the number of symptoms and the ran-
domness effect. These symptoms were defined as 60% of students with profile (Spanish;
novice; young) fail the SAg Exer, and 60% of students with profile (English; novice;
young) fail the SCirc Exer activity. The first phase is to proceed to clean the data
(cleanning phase) as in the other example. The results showed 1920 records to which
the algorithm of decision tree (j48 with confidence factor of 0.25) is applied in the sec-
ond step (see figure 2). The last step of the method obtained the following outcomes:
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Fig. 2. Decision tree in the example 2

– Two leaves with the value no are found in the tree. Two activities are related to
these leaves: SAg Exer and SCirc Exer. Therefore two possible anomalies can be
found.

– For the first leaf no (related to the node activity=SAg Exer) the student profile is
defined by the variables experience=“novice”, language=“Spanish” and age=“young”.

– For the second leaf with no value (related to the node activity=SCirc Exer) the stu-
dent profile is defined by the variables experience=“novice”, language=“English”
and age=“young”.

Thus, two symptoms of bad adaptation are detected, since the proportion of well
classified instances is reasonably high in both leaves withno value (more than 70%).
Hence, the young students with novice experience who speak Spanish had many dif-
ficulties with SAg Exer activity. Besides, there was another group of young students
with novice experience with many difficulties in SCirc Exer activity, but the language
in this group was English.

5 Conclusions

This work proposes a practical way, based on decision trees, to search for possible
wrong adaptation decisions on AEH systems. The decision tree technique is a useful
method for detecting patterns related to symptoms of potential problems on the adapta-
tion procedure.
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This paper presents two experiments intended to show the advantages of this method.
They were carried out with different number of simulated students and also with dif-
ferent percentages of students failing the same exercise, all of them corresponding to a
certain profile. The first experiment proves the effectiveness of decision trees for detect-
ing existing symptoms of bad adaptation. The second experiment was carried out with
a larger amount of students. Moreover, noise was included in the data through a ran-
domness factor in the grade variable. It was added with the objective of generating data
to be closer to reality. This experiment shows the algorithm scalability and reliability.
Furthermore, the method for detecting symptoms provides instructors with two types
of information. On one hand, the instructor can know whether a symptom is closely
related to a given activity. Then, she can decide to check the activity and the adaptation
around it. On the other hand, the instructor can detect whether a group of students be-
longing to a certain user profile (or sharing certain features) has trouble with an activity.
Then, she can decide either to modify the activity itself, to include additional activities
to reinforce the corresponding learning, to establish previous requirements to tackle the
activity or to change the course structure, i.e., for students matching this learning pro-
file, by incorporating rules to represent the corresponding adaptation for this type of
students.

The usefulness of this method for detecting potential problems in adaptive courses
has been shown. However, to be useful for instructors this method ought to be supported
by tools which hide the technique details to non expert users in data mining. In that
sense, we are working for adding this method inASquare[18].

The utility of decision trees for this work is not centered on the accuracy when
predicting the success of students when tackling learning activities. Therefore, the per-
centage of well classified events is less important than the capability of this tree to show
the symptoms of bad adaptation.

Finally, the examples presented in this work show that, although decision trees are
a powerful technique, they also have weak points. An important weakness is that the
information extracted may not always be complete, since algorithm C4.5 works with
probabilities of events. Therefore, for complementing the information extracted it may
be necessary to use this method together with other data mining techniques such as
association rules, clustering, or other multivariable statistical techniques. In that sense,
our future work is centered on testing the combination of decision trees with other tech-
niques for completing the information extracted from those. Other important challenge
is to know the threshold index of failures that indicates a symptom of bad adaptation.
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Abstract. This paper summarizes the outcomes of different data driven 
analyses. The data used are authentic data coming from an European E-
Learning Project. The paper is aimed at presenting the approaches used for 
learners’ profiles characterization. Learners’ profiles characterization is here 
intended with respect to the learning strategies used by learners from one side; 
from the other, with respect to different ways of non linear navigation. In both 
cases the focus is on the effectiveness of data driven approaches in detecting 
individual differences. It is shown that, in both cases, data driven approaches 
are able to detect such individual differences. Therefore, it can be concluded 
that data driven approaches are effective for learners’ profiling, and that their 
employment can be beneficial for improving personalization of learning 
environments.  

Keywords: Usage mining, learners’ profiles, principal component analysis,  
frequent episodes discovery  

1   Introduction 

In recent years E-Learning field has become an opportunity not only for thinking the 
role of technologies for learning, but for re-thinking the way of conceiving the 
learning process itself. E-Learning field presents, as an element of difference with 
respect to traditional educational settings, the possibility to track users’ actions during 
navigation in the Electronic Learning Environments (ELEs): these data are fully 
authentic and expressed on a numeral scale.  

Therefore, data driven approaches should be experimented to analyze such data. 
Looking at the Literature, it can be seen that an increasing attention is being dedicated 
to this topic inside different research communities [14] (Data Mining, User Modelling 
and Intelligent Tutoring Systems, E-Learning). An interesting recent survey on the 
topic is provided by [13].  

Such approaches have been experimented for handling data coming from ELEs for 
different purposes, such as for providing adaptivity [6], for intelligent monitoring 
[10], and for investigating the impact of a program [11]. 
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The main benefits coming from the introduction of data driven approaches can be 
seen in improving flexibity and authenticity of the learners models and in improving 
the costs/benefits ratio. Therefore, the personalization of the learning environments 
should be improved. Personalization is here meant as the ability of the system to 
adapt itself to preferences and the ability of characterizing the evolution of the 
learning process according with a suitable kind of representation of such process; in 
this case a “personalized” model could represent both individuals and groups. 
Moreover, because a successfull learning process implies a change in behaviours, a 
particular attention should be devoted to the evolution of the learning process, 
intended as the changes showed by the learners during time. 

This paper summarizes the outcomes of different data driven analyses on authentic 
data coming from an European E-Learning Project. The attention is focused on 
establishing if and how far data driven methods can be applied to the learning process 
to attain information on the learning strategies and on interaction of learners.  

The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2, the materials will be outlined; in 
section 3, the methods will be presented. Subsequently (section 4) some results are 
given. The conclusions will end the work.  

2   Materials  

The dataset used here comes from the V Framework European WINDS Project. The 
WINDS Advanced Learning Environment (ALE) contains 22 courses at all; the 
sample is composed by a subset of students selected from students geographically 
distributed over Europe attending 8 Courses. The whole dataset is made by 358 non 
dummy sessions realized by 57 European students. 

The WINDS Project is inspired by active, collaborative and “meaningful learning” 
inspired pedagogical approaches. Accordingly, it provides different kind of learning 
resources, devoted to promote an efficient learning in Design and Architecture. Near 
to traditional learning resources containing lessons or self- evaluation tests, resources 
supporting both active and collaborative learning are provided. Such resources are: 
• “Cases”, which are aimed at supporting active learning. Cases are resources in 

which students are invited to analyze a real-world design task, realized by a famous 
practitioner, which is explained and commented in details.  

• “Concepts”, and “Maps”, that are aimed at supporting “meaningful learning” [3] 
experiences. Concepts are definitions of keywords occurring in paragraphs objects; 
both the number and the objects themselves change according to each selected 
paragraphs. “Maps” are concepts maps provided by links accessible by concept 
pages, conceived to give a non linear and interdisciplinary view of each matter. By 
means of them learners can “jump” to other concepts, or to other paragraphs. 

•  “Annotations”, and “Discussions”, which are aimed at supporting collaborative 
learning. Annotations are a kind of “electronic notebooks” in which learners can 
put their observations, that can be viewed by anyone else and collaboratively 
edited and enriched. “Discussions” are kind of forums accessible during 
navigation. 
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3   Outline of the approaches 

The following subsections will give an insight of the different approaches used for 
characterizing learners’ profiles with respect to learning strategies (subsection 3.1) 
and with respect to non linear navigation (subsection 3.2).  

3.1 Characterizing individual preferences with respect to learning strategies 

This analysis is devoted to answer the question: can data driven approaches give 
information on the learning strategies of learners, looking at how learners use the 
learning resources provided by the ALE? 

At this step, the focus is learning strategies detection. Learning strategies are a part 
of response of the individual to the environment stimuli, and can be seen as cognitive 
tools helpful to the individual to perform a given task [12]. Therefore, learning 
strategies are developed (and thus changing) during interactions with the environment 
(and thus depending on the environment assets). Environment assets are here to be 
intended as the resources available to perform learning according to given 
pedagogical models. As a consequence, it can be assumed that the kinds of resources 
used by learners are as expressive of the environment assets of the learning 
environment. 

In this analysis, the matrix of data contains individuals in rows and the kinds of 
learning objects in columns. 

Principal Component Analysis - PCA, [7], which is a well-known statistical 
technique, has been used. It consists of finding a basis, that maximizes the the total 
variance of the dataset, on which data are subsequently projected. That basis is 
usually found by a Singular Value Decomposition [8] of the matrix of data. After the 
projection, a subset of linear combinations is selected to give a low dimensional 
representation. The cardinality of this subset can be at most equal to the rank of the 
data matrix. This low dimensional representation allow detecting some features, given 
by linear combinations of data, that are unobservable in the original data; furthermore, 
these features are uncorrelated each others.  

Notice that session data are heterogeneous, both for length and for number 
belonging to each individual. Being PCA a variance based methods, heterogeneity 
needs to be addressed for avoiding affecting the results. Here, the epsilon-delta rank 
criterion to select the low dimensional feature space has been used [5]. The epsilon 
delta rank criterion looks at the differences in order of magnitude between subsequent 
singular values. These differences in order of magnitude are proportional to the 
variance expressed by each linear combination. According to this criterion, a low 
dimensional space made by 6 linear combinations has been selected.  

Two views are considered: 
• “profiles view”, which is focused on detecting individual differences. Each row of 

the profiles view matrix contains a learner profile, while each colum contains a 
different kind of learning resource. A learner profile is given by the average 
number of the different learning resources. 

• “sessions view”, which is focused on profiling the evolution of individual 
differences during interaction. Eac row of the sessions view matrix contains a 
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session profile, while each colum contains a different kind of learning resource. A 
session profile is given by the number of different learning resources used within a 
session. 
Moreover, a proximity measure is needed for detecting learners’ profiles. Before 

choosing a measure, different measures, such as angle-based measures, as well as 
scattering measures, have been tested. 

For profiles view, the proximity measure used for profiling is the ratio between the 
square 2-norm of the projection on each component, over the sum of the projection 
over all components of the selected model. Therefore, for i=1,..., 57 and for j=2,...,7, 

2 2
, , ., 22

/i j i j jr y y=  while ,i jy indicates the projection of the i-th student vector on 

the jth component, and ., jy indicates the jth component. This measure represents the 
part of the total length of each student vector represented on each component. As 
threshold, it has been used the proportion of the total length of each student vector 
over the maximum value of r achieved on each axis, that is .,max( ( ))jr y . 

.,max( ( ))jr y  has been divided into four equal parts, and these parts used as 
thresholds.  

For sessions view, the average euclidean distance from the mean on data 2-
normalized in row has been used. This measure is defined, for the i-th student, as 
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the i-th learner, ( )i
kynorm the k-th session of the i-th student after being normalized in 

row, ( )icnorm  the mean of the sessions of the i-th student normalized in rows, and d 
the euclidean distance. Both the measures have been chosen after a comparison with 
other measures; in particular, d has been chosen looking at the insensitiveness with 
respect to the different number of sessions made by each learner. 

3.2 Characterizing individual differences in non linear navigation  

This analysis is devoted to answer the question: can data driven approaches 
characterize individual differences in the ways in which learners use the learning 
environment, especially looking at non-linear ways of navigating?  

This analysis is performed on a subset made by 254 sessions, belonging to 53 
learners, made by at least 10 items. 

Frequent episodes discovery algorithms (FED) [9] have been used on sessions 
treated as sequence data. The frequencies of paths going from one kind of object to 
another are investigated. Here non sequential patterns have been mainly considered, 
that is, the ones in which there is no strict sequence of steps between objects.  

Frequent discovery algorithms use a sliding window – of size win -  over sequences 
to detect episodes, once they are defined, and returns the fraction of windows in 
which an episode occurs.  

To detect the episodes to be searched, an analysis of the topology of the WINDS 
ALE (Figure 1) has been initially done. Such an anlysis leads to the conclusion that 
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two ways of construction of non sequential patterns are available: the first one using 
the left tree menu that allow to jump from one (traditional) page to another; the 
second one using concepts and maps to navigate non-linearly between the contents.  
 

Fig. 1. The WINDS Advanced Learning Environment. 1. The left tree menu. 2. The 
next/previous buttons. 3. The collaborative objects. 4. Concepts.  

 
 

Therefore, the episodes of interest have been defined from one side the ones 
involving the left tree menu to navigate non linearly between materials; from the other 
the ones involving concepts and maps to navigate non-linearly between the materials. 

Belongs to the first group the episode made by the co-occurrence of a paragraph, 
followed by a unit, then followed by another paragraph (episode α). Belong to the 
second group the episodes made by the co-occurrence of a unit, followed by a 
concept, followed by a map (episode β); the episode made by the co-occurrence of a 
paragraph, followed by a concept, followed by a map (episode γ); the episode made 
by the co-occurrence of a concept, followed by a map, followed by a paragarph 
(episode δ) [16]. All these episodes have size 3. Therefore, win has also been set to 3 
in order to avoid biased results. 

Both the average occurrence of each episode per student, and the evolution in time 
of the occurrences have been investigated. The results are also cross-validated and 
explored using Mann-Kendall statistics, both for cross-validation and for achieving 
synthetic indexes of the evolution of each learner profile along time [17]. 

4   Results 

The following subsections will report the results respectively for learning strategies 
(subsection 3.1) and for non linear navigation characteristics (subsection 3.2).  
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4.1 Learning strategies characterization 

 
According to the epsilon-delta criterion, 6 components, the ones going from the 
second to the sixth, have been selected. The component are made by the right singular 
values af the matrix of data, that make the basis on which data are projected. In table 
1 are collected these components for users view. In evidence are the absolute values 
greater than 110− . 

Table 1.  Factor loading on each Singular Value in Users View and in Sessions View. In italic 
the absolute values greater than 0.1. 

 
Factor Loading on the Right Singular Values – Users view 

 2 3 4 5 6 7 
units 0,890 0,185 -0,070 0,006 -0,000 0,022 
paragraphs -0,379 -0,170 0,016 -0,002 -0,000 -0,019 
cases -0,239 0,966 -0,024 -0,014 -0,031 -0,024 
exercises -0,017 0,006 -0,025 -0,737 0,236 0,631 
concepts 0,055 0,049 0,918 0,082 0,378 -0,008 
annotations -0,028 0,014 0,024 0,586 -0,159 0,753 
discussions -0,004 0,006 0,010 0,155 -0,081 0,177 
maps 0,033 -0,015 0,386 -0,284 -0,875 0,013 

 
The second component shows cases (+) as represented in the opposite direction of 

paragraphs (-): the model was able to recognize the difference active 
objects/traditional objects. 

On the third component concepts and maps are mainly represented: a cross 
validation with correlation coefficients showed that the objects were highly correlated 
(.72): this factor  seems to reveal the hypertextual dimension of learning embedded in 
usage; according to frequencies of usage, the total variance is low (5.06). 

The fourth component shows relationships between exercises and collaborative 
objects, in particular annotations: a manual verification showed that annotations were 
mainly used in order to express difficulties arising in exercises; very few annotations 
have been used in order to share knowledge. More uncertain is the relationship 
between exercises and maps: it can be supposed that maps were used as a kind of 
glossary during exercitations. 

The fifth component shows again the relationships between maps usage and 
concepts on one side and exercises on the other, underlying another collaborative 
dimension of learning. 

The sixth component points out again the relationship between exercises and 
collaborative objects. 
It can be noticed that these unobservable dimensions reflect the pedagogical 
approaches inspiring the WINDS ALE (active learning, meaningful learning, 
collaborative learning). Accordingly to the unobservable dimensions in table 1, the 
learners profiles are arranged. The following results are drawn grouping learners 
according to r, considering 4 equally spaced thresholds ranging from the minimum to 
the maximum of r for each component.  
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Table 2.  Learners’ profiles given by r in users view. 

Learners’ profiles – Users view 

,i jr  2 3 4 5 6 7 

.,
3 max( ( ))
4 jabs r≥  49% 9% 1.5% 2% 2% 3.5% 

.,
1 max( ( ))
2 jabs r≥  17.5% 17.5% 1.5% 0% 0% 0% 

.,
1 max( ( ))
4 jabs r≥  21% 15.5% 1.5% 5% 0% 0% 

.,
1 max( ( ))
4 jabs r<

 

12.5% 58% 95.5% 93% 98% 96.5% 

 
It can be seen that about 66% of sample shows consistent preferences (>1/2) for 

written traditional resources (component 2), such as paragraphs or units. This 
percentage decreases to 26.5% when objects supporting active learning are analyzed 
(component 3); for what concerns tools supporting hypertextual and collaborative 
tools (components 4, 5, 6 and 7) this the percentage decreases to 2%-3.5%. 

Regarding sessions view, the focus has been put on the scattering of the points 
representing sessions, which indicates a preference for learning resources coherent 
with more than one latent dimension. The students have been grouped according to 
the value of id . The following table summarizes the results. 

Table 3.  Learners’ profiles given by d in sessions view. 

Learners’ profiles – Sessions view 
Thresholds for d  d < .5 d > .5, d < .8 d < .8 

Percentage of 
students 

38.5% 37% 24.5% 

 
The results of table 3 show that according to the most high threshold (.8), that 

expresses consistent variations in proportion of usage of each learning resource, only 
24.5% of the learners utilize fully potentials of the ELE in order to create personalized 
routes. About 37% of profiles, the ones corresponding to the thresholds going 
between .5 and .8, shows moderate variations in usage of the various learning 
resources; students that use massively only few objects and occasionally the others 
belong to this group. The other students, that present at most variations of percentages 
of usage of a few learning resources, are about 38.5%.  

In order to provide another verification, some profiles that presented very high and 
very low scattering measure were randomly selected and explored graphically [15]. In 
general, a low d correspond to a linear dependence pattern due to the rank deficiency 
of the submatrix belonging to that profile. This indicates that the profiles with a low d 
use in general only a subset of the learning resources provided by the learning 
environment. A high d indicates instead  a profile that use all, or many of the learning 
resources of the learning environment. Moreover, a low d indicates a learner profile 
with a little variation of usage of different learning resources during different 
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sessions. A high d indicates a learner profile that show consistent variations of the 
usage of resources during different sessions. In particular, this characteristic is made 
more evident in the linear combinations that represent mostly collaborative or 
hypertextual objects.  

From these results it can concluded that the data driven approach used here has 
detected individual differences in learning strategies according to the usage of  
different learning resources provided by a learning environment, and their evolution 
during time.  

4.2 Characterization of differences in non linear navigation 

Table 4 provides, for each episode, the mean number of occurrences. It can be seen 
that the differences between episode α from one side, and episodes β, γ and δ from the 
other, is always of one order of magnitude. Therefore, the usage of maps and concepts 
is much less frequent than the usage of hypertextual structure. 

Table 4.  Learners’ profiles for non linear navigation episodes. 

Student Profiles 
episodes α β γ δ 

mean .097 .0015 .0022 .0031 
profiles > 

mean 
23 7 8 11 

profiles < 
mean 

30 46 45 42 

max .363 .0132 .0385 .0279 
min 0 0 0 0 

 
The learners profiles that show a preference for the usage of maps and concepts 

(episodes β, γ, δ) are clustered above all around a single course, while learner profiles 
that show a preference for episode α are more sparse. Furthermore, the preference for 
episode α seems to be in general mutually exclusive with the preference of one or 
more episodes β, γ or δ (only in four cases all the means of profiles are greater than 
the sample mean). Therefore, it seems that a latent variable, that is, the interaction 
with the teacher, enacts on learners’ profiles. In particular it seems that the usage of 
complex objects, such as concepts maps, has to be learned and that teacher’s 
influence is determinant. 

According to these results, two set, one of them containing students that show 
profiles higher than the mean in episode α, the other containing students that show 
profiles higher than the mean in at least two of episodes between β, γ and δ have been 
selected, in both cases irrespective for the distance from the mean. The first group 
contains 19 students, the second one 7 students. Students that shows a mean profile 
higher in all episodes (4/53) have not been considered. The whole cardinality is 26. 
The analysis of the significance of the differences of the means of the two groups of 
students has been performed using chi-square test and p values at the level of 
significance .05. Results show that the difference is significant. In particular p value is 
near to 0 (less than 410− ) and chi-square value is 36.116 on 3 d.o.f., 2 groups, 26 
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individuals. Therefore, the differences in usage of the two kind of non sequential 
patterns are statistically significant. 

Furthermore, the evolution in time of these profiles has been investigated. For the 
analysis of the behaviour of the patterns within the two above mentioned groups –
sessions have been grouped according to the step in which they have been realized, 
that is, all the first sessions (irrespective with the time in which have been realized) 
have been grouped together; all the second have been grouped and so on. The 
frequency of the four (α β γ and δ) episodes during the first six steps have been 
considered. The first six steps reach about 65% of the total number of sessions. 

The results show that when all the episodes are nonzero, the two patterns belonging 
to the two groups behave in opposite ways during time. Moreover, episode α in the 
first group shows a slow increase, although not monotonically (while the other 
episodes in the same group are equal to zero). Eventually, episode α in the second 
group shows a slow decrease, although not monotonically (while all the other 
episodes for the same group are nonzero).All the other episodes do not show a clear 
trend [17]. 

To detect if there is a trend in the series, the Mann-Kendall test has been used. The 
Mann-Kendall test is a nonparametric test for detecting increasing or decreasing 
trends in time series made by at least 4 observations, and for testing for their 
significance (e.g. [2]). The Mann-Kendall statistics, referred as S, is calculated by 
comparing sequentially every observation in the serie to all the subsequent 
observations. An increasing trend is given by a positive S, while a decreasing trend is 
given by a negative S. The significance of S is tested against an absolute critical value 
corresponding to a given coefficient. The literature suggest to consider a coefficient 
greater than .20 significant [2]. With respect to a serie made by 6 observation, the 
critical value is 6 with α=.20. 

For α episode in G1, a value S=+7 is obtained; for α episode in G2, a value S=-7 is 
obtained. These results show that the two series exhibit a trend and that this trend is 
opposite in the two cases. Moreover, being the critical value 6, the results can be 
considered significant in both cases. 

From these results it can concluded that the data driven approach used here has 
detected individual differences in non linear navigation which are statistically 
significant. Moreover, it can be confirmed the hypothesis that these ways of 
navigating are learned, because they reinforce during time. Eventually, it can be 
further hypothesized that the influence of the teacher can be determinant for such a 
learning. 

4   Conclusions and future work 

In this paper the outcomes of different data driven approaches for learners’ profiles 
characterization are summarized. Learners’ profiles characterization is here 
investigated with respect to the learning strategies used by learners from one side; 
from the other, with respect to different ways of non linear navigation.  

The results show that data driven approaches can be considered effective for 
learners’ profiling as well as detecting the evolution of the profiles during time. 
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Therefore, the employment of such methods can be beneficial for improving 
personalization of learning environments.  

Future work will deal with the investigation of the effectiveness of different data 
driven approaches, and with the comparison with the ones presented here.  
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